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In any academic environment, it is important to attract high-quality applicants. Success
in this area depends on the public’s awareness of the profession and the ability to
connect to future potential applicants. For optometry schools, the next applicants are
the college-age members of Generation Z. To connect with them, ASCO recently
embarked on an ambitious public awareness campaign: Optometry Gives Me Life. The
campaign is highly targeted and designed to raise the visibility of optometry as a career
choice, favorably positioning it in the competitive field of health professions education.
ASCO reports that early analytics used for gauging the success of the campaign have
been robust. (More on that below.)
Getting to Know Generation Z
Understanding the motivations and characteristics of the members of Generation Z is
vital in connecting with them. Generation Z includes individuals who were born from
the mid-1990s to the mid-2000s. Having grown up with the Internet they are known as
digital natives. Members of this generation, who make up 25% of the U.S. population,
outnumber Baby Boomers and Millennials.1 Gen Z students describe themselves as loyal,
compassionate, thoughtful, open-minded, responsible and determined.2 They are known
to be realistic problem-solvers who appreciate honesty and authenticity.3 Additionally, Aurora Denial, OD, FAAO
they are described as entrepreneurial, innovative, and independent learners who want
to initiate social change.2 This generation grew up with a recession and relatively high
unemployment. As a result, it is a generation concerned about financial and job
security.4 However, although Gen Zers are concerned about financial security, they are
not willing to settle for a job that is not fulfilling or meaningful.4 Generation Z is also
characterized by being constantly connected to laptops, tablets or smart phones. Unlike
Millennials, who experienced AOL dial-up Internet, flip phones and separate devices for
making a phone call, playing music and accessing the Web, Gen Zers have it all in one
device, the smart phone. As a result, they can access an amazing amount of information
almost instantaneously.
The Making of the Campaign
Optometry Gives Me Life is a new public awareness tool for both the profession and individual institutions. In creating the
national campaign, ASCO conducted research with focus groups of college-age Gen Z students. The students identified earning
potential, autonomy and making a difference in people’s lives as important characteristics of a potential profession. The
campaign therefore highlights the relevant aspects of an optometric career, including an enticing work-life balance, personal
fulfillment, job security and more. It encompasses specialized and targeted social media outreach, publications, ancillary
promotional materials, e-mails, direct mail and the campaign’s landing page at www.futureeyedoc.org. It features video
profiles of three practicing optometrists. The videos expose viewers to the personal, social and professional lives of the doctors,
who are energetic, engaging and interesting.
The campaign presents online to a specifically defined target audience in response to their search history and age. It reaches
college-age students pursuing STEM degrees who have expressed an interest in a health profession but may not yet have
considered optometry. Internet users whose online presence does not match the specifically defined criteria will not see the
ads or other elements associated with campaign. Only those who fit the targeted criteria are directed to the campaign’s
www.futureeyedoc.org landing page and videos, from which point they can also easily access the additional information that is
available.
Creating the Connection
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The information presented as part of the Optometry Gives Me Life campaign is meant to engage the target audience. As has
been noted, members of Generation Z are independent learners who are accustomed to accessing information on their devices.
They are easily able to research the profession once exposed to it. Featuring the lives of practicing optometrists should appeal
to the audience’s desire for authenticity, and the mainly digital distribution of the campaign syncs well with their digital native
preferences.
Determining the long-term success of the campaign may take several years, although early results are positive. ASCO reports
that in just over four months, the paid ads have been seen more than 19 million times, which is 40% more than the benchmark
used to measure click engagement of this type. The percentage of people who watch the campaign’s video stories in their
entirety is also high: 76% completion, which is 140% higher than the benchmark 30%. In addition, more than 50,000 people
have visited the campaign landing page, www.futureeyedoc.org, and engaged with the information. ASCO has also seen a
151.5% increase in program interest through its OptomCAS system compared to this time last year.
I applaud ASCO for taking the initiative to launch this important campaign. The multi-dimensional campaign is creative and
connects to the Gen Zs who are optometry’s future students and graduates. Monetary support from optometric institutions
enabled ASCO to create and launch the campaign. An increase in public awareness of the profession will ultimately impact the
the sustainability of optometric institutions and the profession.
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Introduction
There is consensus among healthcare professionals that their education is enhanced by early “hands-on” experience with
patients. Students rate these experiences as a valuable introduction to their professional roles in clinical practice.1-5 This
alternative model of health professional education includes didactic courses with simultaneous early exposure to direct patient
care. It contrasts with the traditional lecture-based model of medical and optometric education in which the first-year
curriculum includes only didactic courses and no direct patient care.6 Optometric educators have expressed concern that firstyear students are not prepared for patient care,7 but current literature documents that a curriculum with clear goals for early
student-patient encounters is feasible and can be successful.8 Yet, in 2016, when we surveyed all of the schools and colleges of
optometry in the United States, asking at what point in the program students experience their first direct patient encounters,
less than one-third (29.4%, with 17 of 20 schools responding) reported students experiencing direct patient care in the first
term of the first year.
Using a mixed research method of quantitative and qualitative surveys, we provide evidence that supports early patient care
through vision screenings. The vision screening component integrated into students’ first year at Western University of Health
Sciences College of Optometry (WUCO) adds value to the curriculum and supports achievement of the college’s educational
goals of excellent clinical skills, preparation for full-scope care, experience with diverse populations and professional selfconfidence.
Establishing a New Curriculum
WUCO opened in 2009 along with its newly built Eye Care Institute (ECI).9 The ECI serves as the academic-based clinical care
facility for students at all levels in the Doctor of Optometry degree program. Having a minimal established patient population
at the outset, the ECI needed external sources of patients. An easily accessible source, which fulfilled a community need and
matched the skill set of first-year students in the fall semester, was school-age children, who are required to undergo vision
screenings.
Vision screening course structure
Since the 2009 academic year, first-year optometry students at WUCO have provided direct patient care in the course Patient
Care Services I: Vision Screenings (PCS-I). This course immediately follows the four-week Principles and Practice of Optometry
I (PPO-I), a didactic and laboratory immersion-style course that covers the foundations of vision screenings and the vision
screening test battery. Students are required to pass PPO-I in order to participate in PCS-I. In academic years 2009-2016, firstyear students began vision screenings in the fifth week of the professional program. In 2017, the start of the vision screenings
was moved to the eighth week of the program. The study results we report here are based on our evaluation of the 2016 vision
screening rotation (OD class of 2020).
Training of students
The test battery used for the vision screenings, shown in Table 1, is modified from the Colorado
Vision Screening Battery.10 It includes ocular motility, ocular tracking, accommodation and near
point of convergence testing that relates to reading level and academic success.11,12 Recent
research shows that reading disabilities, visual attention, oculomotor readiness and reading
comprehension are linked.13 In PPO-I, WUCO students are introduced to the relationship between
children’s vision skills and successful learning and the importance of the optometrist’s role in
identifying and treating children with learning-related vision problems.
Selection of screening sites
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Table 1. Click to enlarge
The timing of the curriculum coincides with the need among local schools for vision screening
services, which is at the beginning of the school year. WUCO students perform vision screenings
at multiple elementary, middle and high schools within the Pomona Unified School District
(PUSD). District administrators choose which schools use the screenings based on a status of “low
performance,” which is defined as 70% eligibility for low-income lunch and ranking in the lowest
30% on the standardized testing that is administered to all California school children.

Unintended benefits to the local school district
California law mandates vision screenings consisting of distance visual acuity, near visual acuity (since 2014) and color vision
testing (males only) for school children in their first year of enrollment and/or in kindergarten, second, fifth and eighth grades.
Prior to WUCO’s involvement, school nurses working for PUSD conducted the vision screenings along with hearing screenings.
The district appreciates the more comprehensive vision screening provided through WUCO. Before 2014, the nurse screenings
utilized the Snellen distance visual acuity chart and primarily detected children with myopia while missing those with
hyperopia. A screening battery consisting solely of distance vision testing is known to miss up to 40% of vision problems,
especially those related to learning in the elementary grades, such as uncorrected hyperopia and binocular dysfunction.14 A
recent report by Kulp et al. demonstrated that even a moderate amount of uncorrected hyperopia in young children results in
poor performance on tests of early literacy.15
Even with the state-mandated addition of near vision testing to the screening battery, vision problems may still go undetected.
Recent research has also demonstrated that early detection of reduced near point of convergence in school-age children helps
them to avoid some reading problems.16 In July 2016, the American Academy of Optometry published a Policy Statement on
Childhood Vision Screening, which reads “in order to facilitate early detection of children’s vision problems and meet the
vision needs of all children, the American Academy of Optometry recognizes the value of a continuum of eye care that includes
both evidence-based vision screenings and access to comprehensive eye examinations by optometrists or ophthalmologists.”17
All children who do not pass the WUCO vision screening are referred, and their parents receive, before the end of the calendar
year, an official letter from a PUSD nurse recommending a comprehensive eye examination. Optometry students enrolled in a
community service learning course assist PUSD nurses with follow-up of the referred children. They help with paperwork,
contact parents by phone and speak directly to students at the school sites. They educate the children, their parents and
teachers about the importance of vision in learning. They contact every student referred for a comprehensive vision
examination in an effort to ensure they obtain the needed services and prescription glasses. In addition to delivering vision
screening services and follow-up to the school district’s children, WUCO now serves as a resource for the PUSD health services
director, nurses and teachers. Since the inception of the screening program, 21,768 children have received vision screenings.
Student scheduling
The WUCO vision screenings, provided by a team of 8-14 first-year students, a supervising optometrist and two third-year
student supervisors, take place on 15-22 days each year. Each first-year optometry student performs 6-7 full vision screenings
per day. WUCO faculty members, who are California-licensed optometrists, supervise the optometry students. Working in
pairs, students perform all vision screening tests on a single patient. At the end of each vision screening session, the faculty
supervisor gathers the students to discuss the interesting cases of the day. Supervising optometrists and third-year students
lead debriefing sessions that allow for discussion, reflection and feedback regarding the pediatric vision conditions and
challenges the first-year students encountered. On average, each student experiences 35.6 direct patient care encounters by
week 15 of the curriculum.
Course Assessment
Preceptor evaluation of student performance

Table 2.
Click to enlarge

Table 3.
Click to enlarge
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Faculty supervision is associated with better patient care as well as faster acquisition of clinical skills by students.18 To assess
the performance of the optometry students on the day of the vision screening, the faculty supervisor uses a rubric to grade
their behavior and skills (Table 2). The assessment includes seven criteria: technical skills, knowledge base, accurate
diagnosis and management, communication skills, attitude towards learning, professionalism and humanism. Each criterion is
fundamental to becoming a good clinician.19 By the end of the course, students who receive an evaluation of “almost all the
time” or “all the time” in each of the seven graded areas pass the course. Throughout the years of this vision screening course,
all students have received a passing grade, which supports the appropriateness of vision screening as direct care encounters
early in the curriculum for first-year students.
Student self-assessment
To help us assess the value of this course, the 2016 first-year optometry students completed a self-assessment survey of their
experience (Table 3). The survey asked students to assign a letter grade to their experience. One hundred percent of the
students completed the assessment of their vision screening experience, and 100% were evaluated by their clinical supervisors
or preceptors. The course assessment showed that 90.5% of students assigned a grade of ‘A’ to their experience during PCS-I;
8.9% of students assigned a grade of ‘B’; and 0.60% gave the course a grade of ‘C’ or lower. One-hundred percent of students
indicated that performing numerous vision screenings early in their first year added value to their clinical education, as
represented by these personal reports and reflections:
“I thought the vision screenings were a great way to dip our feet in the clinical pool! Not only did we get to help the
community, but we had an awesome learning experience!”
“Vision screenings were very important to me because I had the opportunity to use and practice my skills on real patients.”
“Vision screenings were so helpful. I gained a lot of confidence and improved my technical skills. I hope next year’s students
will continue to do this!”
“Vision screenings were great in introducing us to the community and building our skills as future optometrists.”
“Learning by the textbook is one thing; learning through hands-on experience is another thing. Knowing that WUCO has direct
patient care in the first year was one of the determining factors on why I chose this school.”
“Knowing that these vision screenings may be a crucial stepping stone in a child’s path to academic success, it’s very
rewarding to be a part of a team that provides this service to the community.”
Overall, students rated the course as a successful learning experience in their first-year curriculum. This demonstrates that the
curriculum design can support early entry of patient care.
Benefits to Students
Spiral curriculum
The benefits of early introduction to direct patient care reinforce the view that optometric education should focus on clinical
training from the first year and develop within a spiral curriculum.20 In a spiral curriculum, key concepts are presented
repeatedly with deepening layers of complexity. The approach supplements the traditional layered curriculum in which basic
sciences provide the necessary foundation for further learning.20 For example, in our study’s post-course survey, 83% of
students reported being able to differentiate between normal and abnormal findings. Differentiating normal from abnormal
findings is the foundation for clinical thinking and differential diagnosis. The vision screenings provide early experiential
learning with the opportunity to revisit and emphasize concepts in subsequent patient care courses as well as didactic courses.
Early introduction to direct patient care demonstrates applications and relevance of the basic sciences to the practice of
optometry from the very beginning of the educational process. Empathy is explored through human interactions, and thus
direct patient care aids in the development of empathy and professionalism.21
Professionalism
Role models for students include faculty as well as peers, with faculty being the most influential.22 According to Baernstein et
al., preclinical students at the University of Washington School of Medicine stated that role modeling was the primary mode of
learning professionalism.22 Professionalism is a necessity in any healthcare profession as it helps to develop a strong bond
between doctors and patients through respect.
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The vision screening experience offers optometry students the opportunity to observe both positive and negative aspects of
peer role models. Positive aspects include accurately diagnosing a certain condition or working in an efficient manner.
Negative aspects include tardiness, showing disrespect to patients or faculty, or inaccurately diagnosing a condition. The
positive aspects are attributes for which students should strive, and the negative aspects should be carefully noted and
avoided. At the WUCO vision screenings, optometry students observe and learn from the supervising faculty how to interact in
a professional manner with elementary school students and school nurses. The preceptor student grading form includes an
assessment of students’ interactions with patients, peers and other professionals in the areas of punctuality, preparedness and
adherence to the dress code. Students must meet all criteria for professionalism all the time at each screening to pass the
course. All students in our study received a passing grade in professionalism. Students who do not meet professional conduct
standards do not receive a passing grade. Per the college’s student handbook, they are referred to the Student Performance
Committee, which makes decisions about remediation.
Pre- and post-vision-screening survey of students

Figure 1. Click to enlarge

Prior to the start of the vision screening rotation in 2016, a pre-survey
was administered to the students (OD class of 2020). The survey
(Table 4) attempted to solicit information about their perceptions and
expectations going into the program. All first-year students were
invited to participate via a link that was open for one week. The presurvey consisted of five questions and asked students to rate aspects of
their awareness, preparation, confidence and expectations related to
clinical skills, interprofessionalism, cultural competence and
community impact by means of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The presurvey response rate was 96.6% (N = 86). The same group of students
(N = 86), through the same process, was administered a post-survey at
the conclusion of their vision screening rotation. They were asked to
respond to an online survey on a five-point Likert scale about their
experiences. The post-survey response rate was 85.4% (N = 76).
Simple descriptive statistics were used for data analysis to provide
summaries about the sample population and to determine whether
distribution of measures changed for the period. Figure 1 shows the
students’ perceptions before and after the PCS-1 course. Overall, there
was a positive change in their perceptions before and after the vision
screenings. This is evident in their choice of answers before and after
their experiences.

A Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated that students’ experiences in the vision screening course elicited a statistically
significant change in most of their perceptions, as in questions 2 through 5:
●
●
●
●

Q2. (Z = -3.613, p = 0.000)
Q3. (Z = -4.826, p = 0.000)
Q4. (Z = -5.100, p = 0.000)
Q5. (Z = -4.448, p = 0.000)

The median score rating was 4.00 both pre-and post-vision-screening experience for students’ level of awareness of
interprofessional interactions between optometrists and school nurses. The median score ratings for the other pre-and post6

vision-screening experience questions are found in Table 5. This survey supports the appropriateness of vision screening
direct patient care encounters for all first-year optometry students, and thus is similar to previous research with medical
students.1,6
The students’ exposure to interactions between supervising optometrists and school nurses supports the evolving profession of
optometry and the need for interprofessionalism to solve complex cases. It is also important to note the optometry students
indicated a higher level of cultural competence at the end of their vision screening experiences.23 Vision screenings as direct
patient encounters early in the optometry curriculum contributed to development of cultural competence due to the nature of
the school children selected for screenings.
Discussion
The WUCO vision screening course supports several optometric educational guidelines and goals. Specifically, vision
screenings in areas of low social and economic status meet these requirements by expanding the breadth of education
experienced by optometry students.24 This can also help ameliorate the visual function and visual processing deficits that have
been associated with neuro-integrative impairments commonly found in children with reading disabilities.25 The vision
screening course conforms to these guidelines. It is integrated into the local community and is part of a curriculum designed
with specific learning objectives using the innovative outcomes-based education (OBE).26 We assessed outcomes by using
specific evaluation rubrics. Our results show that first-year optometry students greatly benefit from early direct patient care as
it reinforces key clinical skills as well as enhances development of essential interpersonal skills such as professionalism and
empathy. Faculty evaluations of students demonstrated that students acquired a wide range of the expected skills and
attributes. The results of student evaluations of their vision screening experience demonstrated that they valued performing
vision screening tests on patients, rather than screening simulations or testing classmates. As a whole, students were very
enthusiastic about their early exposure to patient care. Their ability to clinically apply the concepts learned in didactic courses
enriched their learning experience both in the classroom and in the community. Specifically, the vision-screening course was
highly beneficial at meeting its student learning outcomes. Our data are consistent with prior reports, which have also shown
that clinical training in the community helps to develop several important clinical attributes, including verbal and non-verbal
communication skills and empathy towards patients.27
While performing screenings, the first-year optometry students communicate, interact and develop a connection with the
elementary school children. They develop professionalism through interaction with school personnel such as nurses and
teachers as well as with the different supervising faculty optometrists. Furthermore, the basic sciences provide students with a
wide range of thinking and problem-solving skills, in particular those that relate to optometry and clinical learning.28 After
reviewing history questions with the children, optometry students learn to relate these symptoms to the findings obtained
during the vision screening. For example, a child complains of losing her place when reading, and the optometry student finds
low scores on pursuit accuracy testing. With this experience, the optometry students are able to listen, begin to interpret,
communicate and manage the visual problems of the school children.
In 2017, as a result of ongoing curricular review at our optometry school, we moved the start of the vision screening program
from the fifth week to the eighth week of the fall semester of the first year. We had two reasons for making this change. One
reason was elementary school children tend to perform better at the screenings when they are more acclimated to the school.
This is especially true for new enrollees, such as kindergarten students. PUSD school nurses and teachers informed us that as
the children become more adjusted to their surroundings, teachers can observe their behaviors and performance in the
classroom, regardless of grade. This input provides additional information to the optometrists as they make pass/refer
decisions, particularly in cases of borderline test results. The second reason for the change was the additional opportunity for
students to practice their newly learned skills on each other in the preclinical setting. Students had reported this in their
course evaluations, and supervising faculty observed that the students’ screening test ability and speed improved as a result of
the additional practice.
The vision screening experience provides optometry students an opportunity to interact with patients early in the professional
education program. Transitioning from university-based to clerkship-based education is challenging, but after the vision
screening experience, optometry students feel more prepared to provide direct patient care in their future professional
career.29 Future studies can evaluate the effects of first-year vision screenings on the clinical and professional performance of
students in subsequent patient care courses.
Conclusion
The PCS-I course at WUCO provides educationally relevant learning experiences as it engages our optometry students in
community-based vision screenings early in their education, in the fall term of the first year. A minority of optometric
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institutions offer a course early in the first-year curriculum that incorporates direct patient care. Our findings indicate it would
be valuable for other optometric institutions to form partnerships with local school districts to implement a mandatory course
involving school vision screenings early in the first-year curriculum.
Based on the great value WUCO students place on their experience with real patients early in the professional program, our
study supports an alternative to the traditional lecture-based education model..
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Introduction
With the advancement of technology and increased use of electronic devices, interactive multimedia learning has been a point
of interest in medical education.1,2 Interactive multimedia learning is defined as online instruction that combines multimedia
formats (text, video, audio, images) with activities that help the learner apply and receive feedback on their understanding.3,4
Whereas traditional learning is defined, for the purposes of this study, as content delivered in the format of a textbook and/or
PowerPoint slides without an interactive assessment component.

Figure 1. Adapted from
Multimedia Learning, 2nd
edition, Mayer (2009).
Click to enlarge

Table 1.
Click to enlarge

Several studies have associated greater learning efficiency, problem-solving abilities and
satisfaction rates with interactive multimedia online lectures.5,6,7 Schneider et al. reported an
average of 20% better test scores for students who used computer-based patient cases vs.
students who used textbooks to prepare for testing on diagnoses in urology.8 Another study
showed test scores improved as much as 46% for students who used a multimedia e-book vs.
students who used a traditional PowerPoint lecture format for learning blood-cell morphology.9
Similarly, researchers at the University of Manchester found “a significant increase (p ≤ 0.01) in
the mean examination scores” after multimedia online modules were introduced in an anatomy
course for first-year optometry students.10 Based on a study by Issa et al. Third-year medical
school students who used a multimedia lecture to study the topic of shock significantly
outperformed students who used traditional PowerPoint lectures on both immediate and delayed
knowledge retention and transfer.11 Moreover, research shows that “blended learning
environments” (those with an online component) not only improve learning outcomes but also are
preferred by students.12

Table 2.
Click to enlarge

To improve information comprehension, Effective Use of Educational Technology in Medical Education (2007) from the
Association of American Medical Colleges recommends the use of Mayer’s multimedia principles in designing effective
educational material for students.13,14 Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia learning explains how learners process
multimedia information and how to better design learning materials to maximize learning gains. His theory builds on cognitive
load theory, working memory theory and dual-processing theory (Table 1) to explain how learners process, select, organize
and integrate words and images with prior knowledge (Figure 1).3,16 According to Mayer, when learners process multiple
sources of visual information (e.g., text, photos, illustrations, video) their attention becomes “split,” adding to cognitive load
and making it more difficult to process the information.17 Therefore, Mayer has developed a framework for creating multimedia
learning materials that helps learners more effectively process information. This framework includes the integration of 12 key
empirically based design principles (Table 2).3
The combination of multimedia learning and interactivity in the form of self-assessment has the potential to enhance the
effectiveness of course preparation practices in optometry. Research shows that the incorporation of an interactive component
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further improves student learning and retention, and that students have better learning outcomes and course satisfaction when
immediate feedback is given.4 Interactivity should include more than a learner navigating through a learning module or
pointing and clicking hyperlinks and images. To be effective, interactivity must engage the learner in applying knowledge and
offer ongoing feedback.4
Many colleges now incorporate online components in their traditional, face-to-face courses. Although a significant body of
research on the effectiveness of interactive multimedia learning has been published, little has been reported with regard to
clinical procedures, specifically instruction on optometric procedures. The purpose of this study was to design an interactive
multimedia teaching module following Mayer’s multimedia principles (Tables 1 and 2) and test its effectiveness with a
procedural optometric topic, B-scan ultrasound. The investigators proposed that using interactive multimedia modules to
prepare for the procedural B-scan ultrasound topic, as opposed to traditional approaches such as reading a text or viewing a
slide show, would result in:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Better preparedness for the hands-on in-person training
Improved pre- and post-lab session testing scores
Improved self-estimation of fund of knowledge and competence after a procedural teaching course
Higher learner satisfaction rates after completion of a procedural training course

Methods
Study duration and subject visits
This study was conducted in the summer 2015 semester at the New England College of Optometry (NECO). The subjects were
NECO OD3 students (OD2017 graduating class) taking the Advanced Diagnostic Techniques (ADT) 1 course at study inception.
Students in the first lab training session (summer 1) served as the control group. Students in the second lab training session
(summer 2) served as the intervention group. Randomization relied exclusively on session assignment. No other randomization
parameters, e.g., prior knowledge of B-scan, were used. This randomization scheme ensured that the control group could not
provide information about test questions or answers to the intervention group. (The summer 2 session takes place after the
summer 1 session.)
The only exclusion criterion for participation in the study was self-reported inability to use the interactive multimedia module
due to physical or mental disability, as tested in question 1 of an initial 10-question online survey (Appendix I). Prior
familiarity with the B-scan topic was captured via testing as described below and adjusted for. Summary (not individual)
information on prevalence of attention/learning disorders and disabilities was obtained for comparison purposes, thus ensuring
comparability of intervention and control subjects.
Initially, all participants took the 10-question online survey (Appendix I), which was designed to quantify familiarity with the Bscan topic prior to exposure to any course material. All surveys were completed by one week prior to study inception as set in
the study timeline (Appendix II). One week prior to the start of the B-scan lab training, the course preparation was provided
online as either traditional reading material from a textbook chapter18 (for control group) or as an online interactive multimedia
module (for intervention group). No additional equipment was necessary. Course preparation was carried out by students on a
personally defined time schedule, with no restrictions in terms of location (i.e., no dedicated facilities required). On the basis of
automated reports from the course management software platform employed at NECO, all students in the study successfully
completed lab preparation material independently. A pre-lab quiz and questionnaire were administered to each training group
at the beginning of the B-scan lab training session. After the initial testing was complete, subjects underwent the in-person
hands-on B-scan ultrasound lab portion of the ADT 1 course, conducted by the same instructor. A post-lab quiz and
questionnaire were administered one week after the B-scan lab training in multiple sessions to accommodate students’ class
schedules and other exams.
Testing materials
Online survey
All study participants completed a 10-question online survey (Appendix I), which included one self-screen question about ability
to use the interactive multimedia module; one self-report question on familiarity with B-scan; and eight questions for
quantifying B-scan topic familiarity (physics, indications, contraindications, types of B-scans, image interpretation) prior to
exposure to any course material.
Pre-lab quiz/self-report questionnaire
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Students took an initial pre-lab quiz and completed a self-report fund of knowledge/competence questionnaire at the beginning
of their B-scan lab training session. The pre-lab quiz consisted of 25 multiple-choice questions (Appendix III). The tested
topics included B-scan physics (two questions), indications (three questions), contraindications (one question), procedural
knowledge (five questions) and image interpretation (14 questions). The questionnaire consisted of five self-report questions
about knowledge/competence and satisfaction (Appendix IV).
Post-lab quiz/self-report questionnaire
After one week of B-scan lab, all students took a post-lab quiz and filled out a post-lab self-report fund of
knowledge/competence questionnaire. The post-lab quiz consisted of the same 25 multiple-choice questions as the pre-lab quiz.
To prevent test-memorization confounding, the question sequence and answer coding were randomized in the post-lab quiz.
The self-report fund of knowledge/competence and satisfaction questionnaire remained the same but was tailored to evaluation
of the overall course (Appendix V).
Interactive multimedia module
Traditional course preparation material (for control group) consisted of reading material from a book chapter, scanned and
copied to be available online. The interactive multimedia module (for intervention group) followed Mayer’s cognitive theory of
multimedia learning design principles (Table 2).3 The interactive multimedia module was created with an application that
delivered content in a mix of media including text with large-font letters and deleted non-related material; images with cues
(highlights, arrows, etc); a conversational-style voice presentation with superimposed contiguous graphs and images; and
videos of the B-scan procedure with narration to highlight the most important points (Figure 2). Brief interactive assessments
were also included at the end of each topic (every 5-7 minutes of projected presentation time).
All content was presented in learner-paced segments, and interactivity was incorporated in the
form of 2- to 3-question assessments that tested the learner’s ability to apply the new knowledge
by answering various types of questions. For incorrect answers, remediation (links to the related
module content for review) was offered. Students had two opportunities to answer each question
correctly. After a second incorrect answer, in-depth explanations of correct and incorrect answers
were provided. Students answering the questions correctly also had access to all in-depth
explanations for further review.
Statistical methods
Data collection (chi-square test, Fisher’s exact test, Student’s t-test and Wilcoxon rank-sum test)

Figure 2. Screenshot from the
was successfully completed by the end of August 2015. Data were entered into Excel to be
interactive multimedia module
showing content delivered in a analyzed using univariable testing procedures. Multivariable analyses utilized linear regression
mix of media including text with models to identify associations between group assignment and outcomes of interest. Study
large-font letters, image of the B- endpoints were: 1) pre- and post-topic in-person lab training test scores, difference between
scan with cues (retinal location)
intervention and control group; 2) pre- and post-lab training self-perceived knowledge and
and voice. A conversationalcompetence, difference between intervention and control group; and 3) satisfaction with the lab
sounding voice accompanied
teaching process, difference between intervention and control group.
superimposed contiguous text
and images.
The NECO Institutional Review Board approved the study.
Click to enlarge

Results
A total of 133 students were enrolled in the study. They were randomized by session membership as previously described in an
intervention group (n = 65, 49.2%) that received the interactive multimedia module and a control group that received
traditional review materials (n = 67, 50.8%). Based on self-reported inability to utilize the interactive multimedia module, no
students were excluded from the study. Table 3 shows the baseline demographic and academic data. Intervention group
students had a lower average GPA than control group students (2.68 vs. 3.00, p = 0.039) but did not differ in self-reported
topic familiarity (p = 0.30).
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In univariable analyses, exposure to the interactive multimedia module resulted in significantly
improved performance on standardized testing prior to the in-person lab training. The pre-lab quiz
median score was 17/25 (68%) in the intervention group vs. 12/25 (48%) in the control group (p <
0.001), representing a 20% improvement on material transfer in the intervention group. The gap
between the two groups notably narrowed after the in-person lab training. The post-lab quiz
median score was 20/25 (80%) in the intervention group vs. 19/25 (72%) in the control group, p =
0.001). However, even after the in-person lab training, the intervention group outperformed the
control group and had an 8% improvement in knowledge retention (Figure 3 and Table 4).
Multivariable analyses adjusted for student characteristics (gender, GPA, self-reported B-scan
topic familiarity) confirmed statistically significant differences in testing scores both before and
after in-person lab training, as shown in Table 4.
Table 3.
Click to enlarge

Table 4.
Click to enlarge

According to univariable analyses, students in the intervention group
were more satisfied with the course preparation material both before
and after the lab (both p < 0.001) and felt that both the preparation
material and the in-person training covered the topic adequately
(both p < 0.01). The largest difference between the groups, seen on
the pre-lab questionnaire, was on the question of whether the B-scan
prep material covered all course-required topics adequately and indepth. For this question, the control group reported an average
satisfaction rate of 3/5, while the intervention group average was 5/5
(p < 0.001). Also notable among the univariable comparisons were,
for the intervention group, higher self-reported knowledge level and
confidence in ability to perform the B-scan independently before the
in-person lab (both p < 0.025). Detailed results of multivariable
analyses adjusted for student characteristics (gender, GPA, selfreported B-scan topic familiarity) are presented in Table 4. After
adjustment, students exposed to the interactive multimedia module
reported greater overall satisfaction with the course (both before
and after in-person training) and were more confident in selfreported knowledge and ability to perform procedures independently
prior to the in-person training.

Discussion
This study compared two learning methods used in preparation for in-person hands-on lab
training in B-scan ultrasound, a clinical procedure commonly used by optometrists and
ophthalmologists. As course preparation material for the in-person lab training, the control group
of students received conventional preparation material that consisted of reading material from a
textbook chapter.18 The intervention group received an online interactive multimedia module that
followed Mayer’s multimedia principles (Table 1 and Table 2).3 The module was based on the
same information from the same book chapter given to the control group. The main study
outcomes focused on comparisons of the groups’ standardized test performance, self-reported
topic proficiency/familiarity and learner satisfaction. The study results revealed that use of the
Figure 3.
interactive multimedia module resulted in a 20% improvement in material transfer. In addition,
Click to enlarge
knowledge retention was improved by 8% for the intervention group in comparison to the control
group (80% vs. 72%), who received conventional preparation material.
Results also showed that hands-on in-person lab training significantly improved material understanding for both the
intervention and control groups. Furthermore, analyses identified a narrowing of the gap in standardized testing performance
between the control and intervention groups after in-person lab training. However, students in the intervention group
continued to outperform students in the control group to a statistically significant degree. The two student groups enrolled in
the study were well-matched for total number of participants, gender and initial self-reported B-scan topic familiarity.
However, the intervention group had a lower average GPA than the control group. While this represents a limitation of the
matching procedures, it does not increase risk of the study generating false positive results.
After likely underestimation of benefit from deployment of the interactive multimedia module was accounted for, the study
findings underscored potential long-term benefits of the multimedia approach. Furthermore, the data demonstrated that
intervention group students were more satisfied with material coverage than control group students even though both groups
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received the same information prior to the hands-on training. These additional benefits (besides improved transfer of teaching
material) represented a notable strength for the interactive multimedia approach, as they may have impacted learners’
approach to in-person lab training. It is worth mentioning that the intervention group students were more satisfied with the
material provided, despite demonstrating superior self-perception of knowledge prior to the hands-on in-person training as well
as after the training. It may therefore be summarized that the interactive multimedia learning strategy provided a clearer
assessment of students’ familiarity with the topic, without generating undue distress or anxiety about future teaching activities
(as reflected by greater satisfaction).
The study findings support Mayer’s theory that interactive multimedia learning materials enhance the learning process by
providing multiple representations of content as well as consistent, formative feedback.3,4 Additionally, the findings are
consistent with a previous report of improved test scores for students who used computer-based patient cases rather than
textbooks for diagnoses in urology.8 Moreover, the interactive component of the module, which allowed learners to test their
understanding without negative consequences, supports the idea of a learner-centered approach for improving learning
outcomes and learner satisfaction.4
Many instructors are at ease creating learning materials that incorporate audio and visual components, but the complexity of
combining so many different elements can sometimes prove ineffective and even detrimental to learning if the designs are
focused solely on incorporating the technology and not grounded in learning research and theory. As such, the development of
effective online learning material that includes interactive multimedia may require a multidisciplinary team and can be timeand resource-intensive.19, 20
The study reported here has some limitations. For example, it was not possible to measure the time each student took to
prepare for the B-scan hands-on lab training or whether time spent on lab preparation could influence the overall knowledge
acquisition outcome. Overall, the relatively large number of students who participated in the study is likely to have outweighed
individual deviations from average preparation practices, lessening the impact of this limitation. Ultimately, the randomized
nature of the utilized approach implies that unaccounted effects in the intervention group (e.g., greater time spent in
preparation) are likely to be related to the intervention itself (e.g., more time spent in preparation due to more accurate selfperception of familiarity), rather than related to chance alone. Better capture of time allocated to self-preparation would have
allowed better comparison of the intervention and control groups.
Another potential limitation of the study is the timing of study procedures. The control group underwent preparation and inperson training first (session 1 in the summer period), followed by the intervention group (session 2 in the summer period). It
is therefore conceivable that test questions could be verbally shared by students in the control group with students in the
intervention group, resulting in systematic bias in testing outcomes. Therefore, simultaneous test preparation and in-person
training for the two groups would be preferable in future studies. Additional studies looking at material retention and
competence maintenance long-term (weeks to months) after in-person training are warranted to fully explore the potential
benefits of interactive multimedia learning in optometric education.
Conclusion
This study reveals the effectiveness of using an interactive multimedia module to prepare for in-person training in a clinical
procedure commonly used by optometrists and ophthalmologists, B-scan ultrasound. The use of the interactive multimedia
module resulted in a 20% improvement in material transfer, 8% improvement in knowledge retention and significantly
improved satisfaction rates with the course preparation.
Further, this study provides a clear method for creating tangible learning gains through the integration of educational
technology and supports current learning theory. It is recommended that design practices based on the work of Mayer be used
in order to avoid cognitive overload.3 It is also recommended that an interactive component that helps learners apply and get
feedback on their understanding be incorporated.
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Background
This teaching case report describes the diagnosis and care of an otherwise healthy 24-year-old Asian male with conjunctival
lymphoma. The case report is appropriate as a teaching guide for optometry students at all levels. It provides a thorough
review of conjunctival anatomy and physiology along with explanations of key findings, common clinical presentations,
differential diagnoses, epidemiology, pathophysiology, risk factors, treatment and management options and prognosis for
conjunctival lymphoma. Although conjunctival lymphomas are typically slow-growing, unilateral and rarely metastatic, students
and facilitators are reminded that early diagnosis is critical to minimize the need for aggressive treatment and to optimize
patient prognosis.
Case Description
An initially asymptomatic 24-year-old Asian male was referred to Eye Care Institute at Western University of Health Sciences
(Pomona, CA) for evaluation of multiple long-standing large follicles in the inferior conjunctiva of both eyes and newly noted
salmon-colored gelatinous masses located in the inferior fornix of both eyes. The patient’s systemic history included seasonal
allergies and eczema. His family medical history was positive for an unknown stomach lymphoma in his paternal grandmother.
His ocular history included chronic allergic conjunctivitis in both eyes. The patient denied any significant family ocular history.
He reported no current medications. The patient indicated drug allergies to erythromycin, neomycin, fluorometholone and
loteprednol, the latter two having been used recently to treat his suspected allergic conjunctivitis, which was unresponsive to
more conservative therapy.
His best-corrected visual acuity was 20/20 in each eye. Slit-lamp examination revealed salmon-pink gelatinous masses in the
inferior fornix of each eye (Figures 1A and 1B). The remainder of the examination was normal. The patient denied any known
history of a recent viral illness, and preauricular, submandibular and cervical lymphadenopathy were absent. The patient was
referred to a corneal specialist for a conjunctival biopsy.
Bilateral conjunctival biopsies were performed at Pacific Eye Care Institute (Upland, CA). The biopsy report showed a
population of small- to medium-sized lymphocytes with high nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio, clumped chromatin with
inconspicuous nucleoli and rounded nuclear contours with mildly irregular and clefted centrocytes. The cytoplasm was
moderate to abundant with absence of necrotic debris. Immunohistochemistry stains showed population of neoplastic B-cells
that were positive for BCL-2 and CD20, and lambda light chain restriction was found. The immunohistochemistry stains were
negative for CD3, CD5, CD10, CD23 and CD43 markers. These histopathological findings were consistent with mucosaassociated lymphoid tissue (MALT) lymphoma.
The patient was referred to the hematology department at Keck Medicine of USC (Los Angeles, CA) for an extensive evaluation
including full-body computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the head. Both were negative for
active tissue beyond the orbit. The patient was referred to the radiation department at Keck Medicine of USC for treatment.
External beam radiation therapy (EBRT, 16 treatments of 1.5 Gy for a total of 24 Gy) was delivered to both orbits.
Therapy was relatively well-tolerated. The patient experienced ocular dryness, which was successfully addressed with artificial
tears. No changes in vision, eyelid edema or erythema, or other symptoms were noted. The patient had been followed closely
after radiation treatment, and no evidence of disease recurrence had been seen by the time of this publication (Figure 2).
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2. Differential diagnoses
a. list the main concerning and characteristic signs of a suspicious conjunctival mass
b. list appropriate differential diagnoses for a suspicious conjunctival mass
c. what assessment strategies are helpful in formulating a differential diagnosis?
3. Disease treatment and management
a. which specialists should you involve in the care of a patient with a suspicious conjunctival mass?
b. what is the appropriate timeline to refer patients with suspicious conjunctival lesions to the necessary
specialist(s)?
c. what is the gold standard for the treatment of localized conjunctival lymphoma?
d. list alternative/additional treatment strategies and discuss the rationale behind each
e. discuss the most likely prognosis and possible complications following treatment of patients with conjunctival
lymphoma
f. what is the follow-up schedule for patients with suspected and confirmed conjunctival lymphoma?
g. what are potential ocular complications associated with radiation therapy?
4. Patient education
a. how would you educate the patient regarding your suspected diagnosis?
b. what is the most likely long-term prognosis for this patient?
5. Critical thinking
a. how would you have managed this case? Justify your answer based on the findings
b. what would have been a sign of poor prognosis?
Learning activity
1. Assign the case with selected discussion questions as homework during the Anterior Segment Disease course or as part of
the clinical assignment
2. Require students to provide at least 2-4 recent, peer-reviewed articles to support their answers
3. Block off 1-2 hours during class or clinic time to allow students to present their answers and learn from each other;
encourage questions from other students by providing participation credit incentives
Learning assessment
1. Assess knowledge regarding conjunctival lymphoma and differential diagnoses by use of multiple-choice and/or shortanswer questions
2. Facilitate demonstration of clinical skills associated with anterior segment slit lamp examination including systematically
describing abnormal clinical findings
3. Incorporate the case into clinical or didactic discussions
Discussion
Identify anatomical zones and main functions of the conjunctiva
The conjunctiva is a thin, translucent mucous membrane that starts at the eyelid edge between the outer and inner canthi and
extends from the inner surface of the eyelids (i.e., palpebral or tarsal region) to the corneoscleral limbus on the globe (i.e.,
bulbar conjunctiva).1 The conjunctival fornix connects the palpebral and bulbar sections. The conjunctiva is composed of nonkeratinized stratified columnar-cuboidal epithelium overlying a layer of loose connective tissue termed the conjunctival
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substantia propria.2 Nerves, blood vessels, lymphocytes, mast, goblet and Langerhans cells, and the Wolfring and Krause
accessory glands are located within the conjunctiva.3 It is crucial to highlight that lymphocytes are found in the superficial
layer of the lamina propria, thus making up the MALT, i.e., the tissue that undergoes malignant transformation in conjunctival
lymphoma. This is precisely the anatomic reason why conjunctival lymphoma presents as a mobile salmon-pink mass in the
palpebral conjunctival fornices and why it can potentially metastasize to other parts of the body via lymph node dissemination.
Functions of the conjunctiva include:4
1. Protecting the orbit from the external environment
2. Facilitating movement of the eyelids and globe
3. Contributing to the immune defense system (e.g., secreting antibodies and antimicrobial proteins, and mediating cellular
responses)
4. Supporting the optical function of the cornea
5. Tear secretion
List differential diagnoses for a conjunctival mass
While patients with a conjunctival mass can present with complaints of irritation, pain, discharge, epiphora and photophobia,5,6
most are asymptomatic. Thus, the initiation of the differential diagnostic process for an abnormal conjunctival mass is based on
key signs, with a focus on concerning signs associated with possible malignancy. It is critical to highlight that lesion
appearance should raise red flags for urgent investigation, but that the definitive diagnosis of a conjunctival lymphoma is
ultimately determined via tissue biopsy. Nevertheless, students can follow a rule that is used to summarize clinical features of
melanoma as a structured and systematic description of an amelanotic conjunctival mass and the initial groundwork for
differential diagnoses. Known as the “ABCDEF” rule,7 the acronym stands for:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Asymmetry
Border irregularity
Color variation: both intralesional and interlesional
Diameter: greater than 6 mm is more concerning for possible melanoma
Evolving: new or changing lesion
Funny-looking: unlike other lesions

Other concerning signs of a suspicious conjunctival mass include the
presence of dilated feeder vessels, leukoplakia (surface keratinization)
and transformation of surrounding tissue.8-10 Figure 3 provides a
summary of the differential diagnostic approach for abnormal
conjunctival lesions.
Conjunctival lymphoma can present with asymmetry, irregular
borders, color variation, larger diameter, signs of evolution and
“funny-looking” characteristics. More specific key signs for a
conjunctival lymphoma include the presence of a fleshy, vascularized,
salmon-colored/fish-flesh swollen patch that is freely mobile and
usually unilateral.2 While definitive diagnosis is made through
conjunctival biopsy with histopathologic examination, differential
Figure 3.
diagnoses for a conjunctival mass include:
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Papillary conjunctivitis
Follicular conjunctivitis
Ocular surface squamous neoplasia
Squamous papilloma of the conjunctiva
Conjunctival intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN)
Carcinoma in situ
Conjunctival squamous-cell carcinoma (SCC)
Cystic benign melanosis (CBM) of the conjunctiva
Conjunctival nevi
Primary acquired melanosis (PAM)
Conjunctival malignant melanoma (CMM)
Oculodermal melanocytosis (ODM) or Nevus of Ota
Conjunctival lymphoma
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Table 1 outlines key characteristics associated with these common
conjunctival abnormalities.
Explain common assessment strategies for a conjunctival mass
Clinical descriptions of color, size, shape, consistency, symmetry,
pigmentation, borders, elevation, presence of feeder vessels and exact
anatomic location — whether conjunctival, subconjunctival or fixed to the
globe — are crucial for distinguishing between diagnoses.11 Assessment of
the extent of the mass in the exam room can include:
●

●

●
●

Cotton-tipped applicator wetted with topical anesthetic drop: easy
movement implies localization to the conjunctiva
Slit lamp biomicroscopy: clinical descriptions should include
encroachment onto the cornea; evaluation involving eyelid elevation and
ocular rotation is instrumental because masses can be hidden under the
eyelid or in the fornix
Gonioscopy: to assess the degree of intraocular angle involvement
Lymph node examination: preauricular, submandibular and upper deep
cervical lymph node examination is important to assess the presence and
Table 1.
degree of lymph node involvement and disseminated disease
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Ultrasound biomicroscopy, CT scans and/or MRI scans focusing on the
anterior orbit, with gadolinium enhancement using 2-mm cuts, may also
be considered to assess the degree of globe involvement and, with CT and
MRI, possible orbital extension. Because it can be difficult to establish a
diagnosis based on clinical examination alone, impression cytology, in-vivo
confocal microscopy and/or biopsy with a systemic evaluation is usually
necessary.
Describe the epidemiology, pathophysiology and risk factors associated with conjunctival lymphoma
Lymphoma is a malignant neoplasm stemming from a monoclonal proliferation of B-lymphocytes, T-lymphocytes and, rarely,
natural killer cells.2 Lymphoma may be divided into two types: Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin. MALT lymphoma is a subtype of nonHodgkin lymphoma.20 Conjunctival lymphoma constitutes approximately 25% of all ocular adnexal lymphoma and falls into the
following subtypes, ranked in order of frequency: extranodal marginal zone lymphoma (EMZL; 96% of cases), follicular
lymphoma, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, and mantle-cell lymphoma.2 Conjunctival lymphoma is the most common primary
neoplasm21 and has been found in approximately 30% of patients with disseminated lymphoma.22,23 Although conjunctival
lymphoma tends to be slow-growing, unilateral and indolent, systemic metastasis is seen in approximately 20% of patients; risk
of metastasis increases in patients with a bilateral presentation; and the incidence of MALT ocular lymphoma is rising.22,23
While conjunctival lymphoma is primarily seen in the elderly, it has been described in individuals as young as 33 months;
trends have been identified regarding subtypes based on age, gender and pathogenesis. Chronic antigenic stimulation from
pathogens including Helicobacter pylori, Chlamydia psittaci and hepatitis C2 has been associated with conjunctival EMLZ.
Autoimmune disorders such as Sjögren syndrome,24 systemic lupus erythematosus25 and Hashimoto thyroiditis26 have also been
implicated in the pathogenesis of conjunctival EMZL. Additionally, chronic exposure to bioactive solvents and reagents27 and
genetic abnormalities such as translocations, inactivating mutations and trisomies2 have been suspected to be related to
conjunctival EMZL.
Describe key findings for conjunctival lymphomas
Patients report few symptoms because conjunctival MALT lymphoma lacks a connective tissue stroma and is thus able to mold
to surrounding tissue without causing ocular irritation.11 Therefore, careful slit lamp examination is crucial for identification of
the malignant lesions. Characteristic findings of conjunctival lymphoma identified during slit lamp biomicroscopy include the
presence of a fleshy, vascularized, salmon-pink patch that is readily movable.2 Because differentiating between benign
inflammation and a malignant lymphoid tumor is challenging based on clinical exam alone, patient referral for biopsy with
histopathologic examination is necessary for a definitive diagnosis.19
Explain common treatment and management strategies for conjunctival lymphoma
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The main roles of primary care optometry in the care of a patient with a conjunctival lymphoma include:
1. Identifying and describing clinical findings
2. Appropriately educating the patient regarding clinical suspicion and planning; while the level of detail is dependent on
clinical findings and characteristics of both the provider and patient, a focus on providing the correct amount and type of
information, aiding accurate recall and understanding, incorporating the patient’s perspective, and ensuring shared
decision-making are important28
3. Referring the patient for further evaluation including consideration for a conjunctival biopsy with an ophthalmologist,
specifically a corneal specialist because others may not have the appropriate resources or experience
While no specific guidelines exist regarding the ideal timeline to refer patients for biopsy, a prompt referral with increasing
urgency based on more suspicious clinical findings is appropriate. The initial referral for conjunctival biopsy should be made to
an oculoplastic or corneal specialist. Pathology should also likely be involved to provide definitive diagnosis before involvement
with hematology, radiology and other specialties for staging and initiating treatment.
Isolated conjunctival MALT lymphoma is most often treated by radiology with EBRT29 with or without chemotherapy. EBRT is
highly effective and is the current gold standard treatment, with a complete remission rate of 86-100% and a five-year overall
survival rate for approximately 94%.11 While no specific consensus has emerged regarding the optimal planning target volume
of radiotherapy for treating patients with conjunctival lymphoma, the normal EBRT dose range is 15-45 Gy.2 Including the
entire conjunctiva and eyelid within the treatment area has been recommended because the conjunctiva has intrinsic lymphoid
tissue.29 Alternative treatment methods include chemotherapy, immunotherapy with monoclonal antibodies and/or interferon-α,
brachytherapy, complete excision, cryotherapy and careful observation.2 Single-agent or combination chemotherapy is typically
used for patients with disseminated disease,22 and there is a recent movement towards use of monoclonal antibody therapy for
better local control, less tissue toxicity and better overall systemic control compared to orbital radiotherapy.21 Other variables
that can influence management include the patient’s symptoms, ocular surface health and quality of life.
Describe the systemic evaluation associated with a diagnosis of conjunctival lymphoma
Conjunctival lymphoma presents with co-existing systemic lymphoma in approximately one-third of patients.21-23 Thus, if the
diagnosis of conjunctival lymphoma is confirmed, a thorough clinical examination is necessary. It is necessary to include basic
hematologic screening tests (complete blood count, white blood cell differential, serum immunoprotein electrophoresis), fullbody positron emission tomography and CT or MRI, and bone marrow biopsy.2,21 A gastrointestinal endoscopy is also
recommended for patients with MALT lymphoma because gastrointestinal tract involvement is frequent.30 Characteristics of
conjunctival lymphoma that increase the risk for disseminated systemic lymphoma include fornicial or mid-bulbar location,
multifocality and bilaterality.23
Discuss the expected prognosis and common complications for patients treated with EBRT for conjunctival lymphoma
Successful treatment of conjunctival lymphoma generally has a very good prognosis regardless of type.2 Low-grade B-cell NHL
carries the best prognosis followed by EMZL in which only 9% of patients experience progression or recurrence within the first
year of treatment.2 T-cell NHL has the worst prognosis. Specifically, while 90% of conjunctival lymphoma cases do not progress
or recur within the first year of treatment, a staggering 50% of patients with T-cell NHL undergo progression or recurrence of
the cancer. Other factors that influence prognosis include stage of the cancer, patient age, and non-bulbar location of the
lesion. Standard follow-up is every three months for the first year followed by every six to 12 months thereafter.22 It has been
suggested that response to treatment, specifically a slow response to radiotherapy, may be associated with the development of
metachronous lesions so more frequent follow-up may be required for such patients.29
Common complications for patients treated with EBRT for conjunctival lymphoma include xerophthalmia, keratitis, cataract
and retinal damage.11 Such complications are important to discuss and address with patients. For example, lens shielding can
minimize cataract development,29 and continued follow-up is needed.
Prognosis of untreated conjunctival MALT lymphoma
While conjunctival lymphoma is rarely lethal, and tumors tend to remain confined to the involved conjunctiva, systemic spread
via lymph node infiltration, systemic dissemination to extranodal organs, and contralateral conjunctival involvement can occur,
particularly if the cancer is left untreated. If systemic lymphoma develops, the prognosis is determined mainly by the grade of
the lymphoma.
Conclusion
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Though relatively uncommon, conjunctival lymphoma can present in young adults. Careful clinical evaluation using appropriate
assessment strategies is critical to identify concerning conjunctival masses. It is important to promptly involve appropriate
specialists to definitively diagnose, treat and manage this cancer because delays may lead to systemic dissemination, a more
complicated treatment and poorer prognosis.
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Background
Optic neuritis is an acute inflammatory demyelinating injury to the optic nerve. Optic neuritis is the presenting feature in up to
20% of multiple sclerosis (MS) patients and occurs in up to 50% of MS patients at some point during their lifetime. The two
most common symptoms of acute optic neuritis are vision loss and eye pain. Optic nerve edema is seen in one-third of MS
patients, and two-thirds of patients have a normal optic nerve appearance, known as retrobulbar optic neuritis. Gadolinium
contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain and orbits, showing hyperintense white matter
abnormalities, is used for diagnosis. In the Optic Neuritis Treatment Trial (ONTT), intravenous corticosteroids accelerated
visual recovery and oral corticosteroids alone did not improve visual outcome and were associated with an increased rate of
optic neuritis recurrence. Baseline gadolinium contrast-enhanced MRI of the brain and orbits is an essential tool for the
diagnosis and management of optic neuritis and also serves as a predictor of recurrent episodes. Chronic features of optic
neuritis include reduced visual acuity, color desaturation, optic atrophy and visual field loss.
The patient in this case report presented to clinic reporting acute onset of blurred vision, blind spots and halos in the left eye.
Although his visual acuity and color vision remained normal, he had a new visual field defect in the left eye and optic nerve
swelling. The patient was promptly treated with a four-day course of intravenous corticosteroids. At the two-week follow-up
exam, his symptoms and visual field defect were resolved. For prompt evaluation and treatment, it is crucial for eye physicians
to educate patients with a history of MS on the symptoms and signs of optic neuritis.
Student Discussion Guide
Case presentation
A 38-year-old Caucasian male presented to the Orlando VA Eye Clinic on Oct. 24, 2017, for a scheduled six-month ocular health
exam and follow-up on MS with no history of optic neuritis. The patient reported no changes in vision since his previous eye
exam on June 22, 2017. He stated that he still saw blue rings in both eyes two to three times a week and experienced
occasional blurred vision following exercise or hot showers, which was reported at his last eye exam. The patient’s ocular
history included dry eye syndrome OU, forme fruste keratoconus OD, early cataracts OU, lattice degeneration with atrophic
retinal holes OU, and MS with no history of optic neuritis. However, the patient did experience Uhthoff’s symptoms of blue
rings in vision when overheated or after exercise. The patient was diagnosed with MS in 2014, which was managed by the VA
neurology clinic. His most recent brain MRI without contrast was on June 14, 2017, consistent with the clinical impression of
MS with presence of infratentorial and supratentorial lesions. The scan was stable with no interval development of new lesions
from his prior brain MRI on Jan. 7, 2016. His systemic medications for MS included dimethyl fumarate (Tecfidera) 240 mg
twice a day, aspirin 325 mg once a day and Vitamin D3 1000 IU supplement twice a day. The patient’s systemic health was
otherwise unremarkable. The only ocular medication used was artificial tears two to four times a day as needed for dry eye
symptoms.
Visual acuity in the right eye was 20/25 due to mild keratoconus, which was stable, and 20/20 in the left eye. Pupils were equal,
round and reactive to light without a relative afferent pupillary defect (APD). Confrontation visual fields and extra ocular
motility testing were normal in both eyes. Color vision tested with the Farnsworth Panel D-15 was normal in each eye. Anterior
segment exam showed mild corneal thinning of the right eye but was otherwise unremarkable in both eyes. Intraocular
pressure was 12 mmHg in each eye. Anterior cortical lenticular changes were present in both eyes. The optic nerves of both
eyes were healthy with no edema or pallor; a positive spontaneous venous pulsation was present. Optic nerve glial tissue was
present in both eyes (Figure 1). The cup to disc ratio was 0.35 in the right eye and 0.25 in the left eye. Peripheral retinal
lattice with atrophic holes was present in both eyes and was stable from the patient’s prior dilated fundus exam. Optical
coherence tomography (OCT) of the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) was performed (Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering). The
RNFL was normal in all quadrants and sectors compared to age-matched normative data and stable to the scan obtained at the
prior visit (Figure 2). Humphrey visual field 24-2 SITA Standard testing was completed prior to pupil dilation and revealed a
full field in each eye (Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Optic nerve photographs of the
right eye and left eye.
Click to enlarge

Figure 2. OCT of the retinal nerve fiber
layer.
Click to enlarge

Figure 3. Humphrey 24-2 SITA Standard visual
field test of the left eye and right eye.
Click to enlarge

The patient was informed of stable clinical optic nerve findings with no signs of optic neuritis. He was advised to follow-up with
his neurologist as scheduled on Feb. 26, 2018, and to return to the eye clinic in six months for a follow-up. He was educated on
the symptoms of acute optic neuritis and instructed to return to clinic immediately if any acute eye pain, vision loss or other
acute changes in vision occured prior to his next appointment.
Follow-up #1
The patient returned to clinic 10 days later, on Nov. 3, 2017, as an urgent care walk-in reporting acute onset of blurred vision,
blind spots and halos in the left eye, which started one day prior. He verified no vision loss and no eye pain associated with his
symptoms.
Visual acuity remained stable at 20/25 in the right eye and 20/20 in the left eye. Pupils were equal, round and reactive to light
without a relative APD. Confrontation visual fields and extra ocular motility testing were normal in both eyes. There was no
pain with eye movement. D15 color vision testing was repeated and remained normal in each eye. Humphrey visual field 24-2
SITA Standard was completed on the left eye only and showed a new superior cluster of points appearing as a vertical line just
temporal from center (Figure 4). The mean deviation and pattern standard deviation worsened since the visual field test on
October 24, 2017. The mean deviation was reduced from -0.28 to -3.96 decibels, and the pattern standard deviation increased
from 1.07 to 2.22 decibels (Figure 4). Due to time constraints on the day of this urgent care visit, a second visual field test of
the left eye was not completed to determine repeatability of the new field defect.

Figure 4. Humphrey 24-2 SITA Standard visual field
test of the left eye on Nov. 3, 2017 (left) compared
to Oct. 24, 2017 (right).
Click to enlarge

Figure 5. Optic nerve photos of the
right eye and left eye at the first followup visit.
Click to enlarge

Figure 6. OCT of the retinal nerve fiber layer
of the left eye. The thicker black line
corresponds to the scan on Nov. 3, 2017. The
thinner grey line corresponds to the baseline
scan.
Click to enlarge
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Figure 7. OCT of the retinal nerve fiber layer of the
right and left eye. Note the asymmetry of the
inferior quadrant and inferior temporal sector
showing thicker retinal nerve fiber layer in the left
eye, particularly the 38-micron difference in the
inferior temporal sector.
Click to enlarge

Figure 8. OCT retinal nerve fiber layer
progression report for the left eye.
Click to enlarge

Figure 9. MRI of the brain with and without
contrast showing new intracranial white
matter T2 hyperintensities.
Click to enlarge

Anterior segment exam was significant for mild corneal thinning in the right eye, which was noted at the patient’s previous
visit and stable. All other anterior segment findings were normal. Intraocular pressure was 11 mmHg in the right eye and 14
mmHg in the left eye. Optic nerve evaluation was unremarkable in the right eye (Figure 5). The left optic nerve showed
blurring of the disc margin from 6-11 o’clock and mild sectoral disc edema with associated elevation of the RNFL in the
inferior quadrant (Figure 5). The cup to disc ratio was 0.35 in the right eye and 0.25 in the left eye. Both optic nerves were
pink and showed a spontaneous venous pulse. There were no hemorrhages in either eye. The glial tissue inferior nasal in the
left eye was previously noted.
OCT of the RNFL of the left eye showed a decrease in thickness compared to baseline in the superior temporal sector and a
slight increase compared to baseline and the Oct. 24, 2017, scan in the inferior temporal sector (Figure 6). Comparison of
OCT of the RNFL in the right and left eye showed asymmetry inferior showing thicker RNFL in the left eye than right,
particularly in the inferior temporal sector where there was a 38-micron difference between the eyes (Figure 7). The RNFL
progression report for the left eye showed an increase of 13 microns in the inferior temporal sector and a decrease of 10
microns in the superior temporal sector from baseline 11 months prior (Figure 8). The increased thickness of the inferior
temporal sector correlated to both the clinical exam showing mild disc edema inferior and a new superior visual field defect.
The differential diagnoses for the findings of acute unilateral sectoral disc edema with an associated visual field defect were
non-arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy, Leber’s hereditary optic neuropathy, compressive optic neuropathy,
inflammatory, infectious, infiltrative optic neuropathies, and acute optic neuritis associated with MS.
Based on the patient’s presenting symptoms of blurred vision, blind spots and halos in the left eye, history of MS and clinical
exam findings of a new superior visual field defect that corresponded to inferior optic nerve edema seen clinically and
confirmed with OCT, the patient was diagnosed with acute optic neuritis of the left eye associated with MS. The on-call
neurologist was contacted to discuss the case, and the patient was directed to the Orlando Lake Nona VA emergency
department for additional lab testing, brain MRI and possible admission for intravenous steroids.
The patient was evaluated at the Lake Nona emergency department that afternoon. Additional laboratory testing included
erythrocyte sedimentation rate, complete blood count and c-reactive protein, all of which were within normal ranges. MRI of
the brain with and without contrast was performed and showed new intracranial white matter T2 hyperintensities as well as
scattered foci of enhancement consistent with active and new demyelination superimposed on a background of MS (Figure 9).
MRI of the orbits showed normal optic nerves in both eyes, which were symmetrical in size and signal. The patient was
admitted for a course of intravenous methylprednisolone (Solumedrol) 1 gram daily for four days. He was discharged on Nov.
7, 2017, in stable condition, and he reported that his blurred vision, blind spots and halos were improving. The neurologist and
hospitalist recommended the patient follow-up with the eye clinic in one to two weeks and continue his current medications
(Tecfidera 240 mg twice a day, aspirin 325 mg once a day and Vitamin D3 1000 IU supplement twice a day).
Follow-up #2
The patient returned to the eye clinic on Nov. 17, 2017, for a follow-up visit reporting that his symptoms of blurred vision, blind
spots and halos resolved three days after being discharged with no recurrence. Visual acuity remained stable at 20/25 in the
right eye and 20/20 in the left eye. Pupils were equal, round and reactive to light without a relative APD. Humphrey visual field
24-2 SITA Standard testing was completed prior to dilation and revealed a full field in each eye (Figure 10). The visual field
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defect in the left eye noted on Nov. 3, 2017, was resolved.

Figure 10. Humphrey 24-2 SITA Standard
visual field test of the left eye and right eye at
the second follow-up visit. Click to enlarge

Figure 11. Optic nerve photos of the
right eye and left eye at the second
follow-up visit.
Click to enlarge

Figure 12. OCT retinal nerve fiber layer
progression report for the left eye at the
second follow-up visit.
Click to enlarge

Anterior segment examination of both eyes revealed no changes since the prior visit. Intraocular pressure was 10 mmHg in
right eye and 11 mmHg in the left eye. Optic nerve evaluation remained unremarkable in the right eye, and the left optic nerve
showed residual sectoral edema inferior (Figure 11). The cup to disc ratio was stable, 0.35 in the right eye and 0.25 in the left
eye. The OCT RNFL progression report showed the thickness of the inferior temporal quadrant on Nov. 17, 2017, was reduced
compared with Nov. 3, 2017, and had returned to within 1 micron of the thickness compared with Oct. 24, 2017 (Figure 12).
The RNFL thickness changes measured by OCT correlated with the clinical optic nerve evaluation and visual field test results
for the left eye as well as with the patient’s symptoms.
The patient was informed of the improved optic nerve and visual field findings for his left eye. He was advised to follow-up with
his neurologist as scheduled on Feb. 26, 2018, and to return to the eye clinic in six weeks for a follow-up exam. He was
reminded about the symptoms of acute optic neuritis, informed that the condition could return, and instructed to return to
clinic immediately if any acute eye pain, vision loss or other acute changes in vision occured prior his next appointment.
Key concepts
1. Optic neuritis is an acute inflammation of the optic nerve that is typically monocular and presents with sudden vision loss
and eye pain
2. Optic neuritis is the presenting feature in up to 20% of MS patients and occurs in up to 50% of MS patients
3. In the ONTT, one-third of patients were found to have signs of optic nerve inflammation; two-thirds of patients had a normal
optic nerve appearance, known as retrobulbar optic neuritis
4. The ONTT showed that high-dose intravenous corticosteroid treatment is beneficial for acute attacks and that oral
corticosteroid alone is contraindicated due to increased risk of recurrence
5. Gadolinium contrast-enhanced MRI of the brain and orbits provides confirmation of optic neuritis, and baseline MRI findings
are an important predictor of the future risk of MS
6. With prompt and appropriate detection, treatment and referral, eye physicians can play a significant role in reducing the
risk of permanent vision impairment associated with optic neuritis
Learning objectives
1. To define optic neuritis, list etiologies of the disease and understand its association with MS
2. To gain knowledge about the signs and symptoms of optic neuritis associated with MS
3. To gain insight into the optometrist’s role in the management and follow-up of patients with MS, the importance of regular
dilated eye exams, and the incorporation of additional testing and imaging including visual fields, color vision, optic nerve
photographs and RNFL OCT
4. To describe the main findings of the ONTT and their relevance to the management and treatment of optic neuritis
associated with MS
5. To gain knowledge about contrast-enhanced brain MRI findings in the diagnosis of MS and optic neuritis, and to predict the
risk for future recurrence as found in the ONTT
6. To understand the importance of educating MS patients on the signs and symptoms of acute optic neuritis and the need for
prompt evaluation and treatment to prevent optic nerve and RNFL damage, which can lead to permanent vision loss
Discussion questions
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1. Background knowledge of optic neuritis and MS
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Define optic neuritis and MS
List the etiologies for optic neuritis
Explain the pathogenesis of optic neuritis in MS
In the ONTT what were the two most common symptoms reported?
Discuss the clinical signs of optic neuritis and the additional tests and imaging needed for diagnosis
Discuss the chronic features of optic neuritis
What were the significant findings of the ONTT for treatment of optic neuritis?
Explain why oral corticosteroids alone are contraindicated for the treatment of acute optic neuritis
Explain the need for prompt referral and treatment of optic neuritis
Discuss the correlation between brain lesions on MRI and the risk of developing MS at 5, 10 and 15 years as found in the
ONTT study

2. Primary care optometrist’s role in the management of this patient with MS
a. Discuss the role of the optometrist in co-managing patients with MS with and without a history of optic neuritis
b. Discuss the importance of a baseline dilated eye exam and regular follow-up exams in patients with MS
c. List the additional tests, retinal and/or optic nerve imaging, and scans that can be obtained as part of the eye evaluation for
patients with MS
d. What signs and symptoms of acute optic neuritis should the optometrist include in patient education/discussions; how soon
should patients be seen if they are experiencing acute symptoms?
e. Explain the appropriate time frame for referral and treatment of patients with acute optic neuritis
3. Critical-thinking questions
a. How frequently should MS patients with or without a history of optic neuritis have dilated eye exams?
b. Should baseline visual fields, color vision testing, optic nerve photos and/or RNFL OCT scans be obtained on MS patients
with no prior history of optic neuritis; how frequently should these additional tests be repeated?
c. In this case, the patient presented with a complaint of sudden blind spots and halos with no vision loss or eye pain: If you
were the optometrist managing this case, would you have evaluated the patient the same day; what additional tests would
you have ordered at this visit?
d. If a patient is diagnosed with acute optic neuritis, to whom and to where should the optometrist refer the patient for prompt
treatment?
Educator’s Guide
The educator’s guide includes the information necessary for discussing the case. This teaching case report is appropriate for
optometry students, residents and practicing optometrists. Optometrists serve a crucial role in co-managing patients with MS
with and without a history of optic neuritis and can prevent permanent vision loss with prompt diagnosis and immediate
referral for treatment. OCT of the RNFL is used routinely to detect and manage retinal and optic nerve disorders, but is also
useful in the management of neurological conditions such as MS. This case report discusses the role of OCT in monitoring MS,
which is relevant to the clinical training of optometry students and residents.
Optic neuritis associated with multiple sclerosis
Optic neuritis is defined as acute inflammation of the optic nerve that is typically monocular and presents with sudden vision
loss and eye pain.1,2 The etiologies of acute optic neuritis include demyelinating diseases (MS), viral infections, inflammation
of the orbit or sinuses and granulomatous inflammatory conditions (sarcoidosis, tuberculosis, and syphilis). It is highly
associated with MS, which is a demyelinating disease of the central nervous system. In up to 20% of MS patients, optic neuritis
is the initial presenting manifestation and has been shown to occur in up to 50% of patients during their disease course.3 The
patient in this case report was diagnosed with MS in 2014 with no history of optic neuritis.
Optic neuritis associated with demyelinating disease occurs more commonly in women, at 75% compared to 25% in men, which
closely matches the epidemiology of MS. The condition occurs between ages 20 and 50 with a peak age of onset between 30
and 40 years.4 Geographically, the incidence is higher in northern areas such as the northern United States and Eastern
Europe and lowest in areas closer to the equator. The annual incidence of optic neuritis in the United States has been reported
as high as 6.4 per 100,000.5
Pathophysiology of optic neuritis
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The pathophysiological changes that cause inflammatory demyelination in optic neuritis are comparable to the processes in
MS. Inflammation causes edema in myelinated nerve fibers and retinal vessel endothelial tissue, which leads to myelin damage
and breakdown. Clinically, these changes manifest as retinal nerve fiber swelling, optic nerve swelling and retinal vein
sheathing.6 The exact mechanism and target antigen that causes inflammatory demyelination in optic neuritis is unknown;
however, it is hypothesized that the process is immune-mediated with T- and B-cell activation. Studies have shown systemic Tcell activation at symptom onset and B-cell activation in cerebrospinal fluid of optic neuritis patients.7,8
Clinical presentation of optic neuritis
Acute optic neuritis typically presents as monocular vision loss and eye pain. In the ONTT, which involved 457 patients age 1846 with acute unilateral optic neuritis, vision loss and eye pain were the two most common symptoms reported.9 More than
90% of patients in the ONTT reported a decrease in central visual acuity. Vision loss occurred over a period of hours to several
days and peaked between one and two weeks after symptom onset. The severity of vision loss was dependent on the area of
central visual field affected. Visual acuities ranged significantly from 20/20 in 11% of patients to no light perception in 3% of
patients; however, the majority of visual acuities ranged from 20/25 to 20/190. The median visual acuity was 20/60. Eye pain
that increased with eye movement occurred in 92% of patients in the ONTT.9
The patient presented in this case experienced blind spots in vision of the left eye but maintained a best-corrected central
visual acuity of 20/20 with no associated eye pain. Additional visual symptoms associated with optic neuritis include photopsia
(reported in 30% of patients in the ONTT),9 changes in color perception and peripheral visual field loss. Blurred vision,
flashing/flickering lights, blind spots and other visual disturbances can be precipitated by the patient becoming overheated,
which is known as Uhthoff’s phenomenon. The photopsia reported in 30% of patients in the ONTT frequently occurred with eye
movement.9 The patient in this case had a history of Uhthoff’s phenomenon-like symptoms and reported sudden blurred vision,
blind spots and halos in the left eye the day he was diagnosed with acute optic neuritis.
In cases of monocular optic neuritis, several studies have shown deficits in visual acuity, visual field, color vision and contrast
sensitivity in the contralateral eye with no reported symptoms.10,11 In a prospective study, Beck et al. investigated visual
abnormalities of the contralateral eye in 448 eligible patients from the ONTT. They found that 67% of patients demonstrated a
visual deficit in at least one of four parameters tested: visual acuity, visual field, color vision and contrast sensitivity.
Abnormalities in the fellow eye were found on measurement of visual acuity in 13.8%, contrast sensitivity in 15.4%, color vision
in 21.7%, and visual field in 48% of patients.10
Clinical signs of acute optic neuritis include reduced visual acuity, APD if the contralateral eye is unaffected, abnormal color
vision, reduced contrast sensitivity, visual field defect, optic nerve inflammation, which can present as optic nerve edema,
hyperemia and blurred disc margins, and optic nerve hemorrhages. In the ONTT, one-third of patients were found to have
signs of optic nerve inflammation. Two-thirds of patients had retrobulbar optic neuritis with a normal optic nerve appearance.
Retrobulbar optic neuritis is inflammation posterior to the globe without clinical optic nerve edema.9 In addition to
demyelinating diseases such as MS, retrobulbar optic neuritis can be secondary to systemic lupus erythematosus, infections
such as syphilis, or granulomatous inflammatory conditions such as sarcoidosis or Wegener’s granulomatosis.12 RNFL
thickness measured by OCT shows thinning in 85% of optic neuritis cases.13 Abnormal color vision was found in 88% of cases
tested with Ishihara plates and in 94% of cases tested with the Farnsworth-Munsell 100 hue test. Prior to the ONTT, an
isolated central scotoma was thought to be the visual field defect typically associated with acute optic neuritis.14 However,
only 8% of patients in the ONTT had a central scotoma defect based on the Humphrey 30-2 threshold automated perimetry
test. Diffuse depression was most common, occurring in 48% of patients, followed by altitudinal defects, which occurred in
15% of patients. Fang et al. investigated visual field defects associated with optic neuritis using the database of the 457
patients in the ONTT and concluded that visual field abnormalities including localized altitudinal, central or cecocentral, or
quadrant defects extended throughout the 30 degrees of the visual field tested and that optic neuritis does not preferentially
affect one visual field location. Instead, the condition is a diffuse process that affects more than one group of axons and
therefore causes a diffuse depression of the visual field.15 The patient presented in this case had a depressed total deviation
and a superior cluster defect appearing as a vertical line just temporal from center on pattern deviation, which correlated with
inferior optic nerve edema that was not noted on his normal visual field ten days prior.
Chronic features and complications of optic neuritis
Chronic features of optic neuritis include color desaturation, optic atrophy, visual field loss, Uhthoff’s phenomenon and a
delayed pattern-shift visual evoked response. A relative APD remains in approximately one-fourth of patients two years after
presentation.11 The prognosis for visual acuity is relatively favorable. Beck et al. found that nearly all patients recovered one
line of acuity or better after three weeks, and median acuity at six months was 20/16.16 At the five-year follow-up in the ONTT,
87% of patients had a visual acuity of 20/25 or better. Patients can experience deficits in color vision, contrast sensitivity and
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perception of light brightness years after resolution of optic neuritis.9 The National Eye Institute Visual Function
Questionnaire was administered to 244 ONTT patients five to eight years after treatment for optic neuritis to assess perceived
health-related quality of life and visual impairment. They scored lower compared with the disease-free reference group in
nearly all categories including general health, general vision, ocular pain, driving ability, color vision, peripheral vision, social
functioning, mental health and dependency.17
The role of OCT for the clinical monitoring of multiple sclerosis and optic neuritis
OCT is a non-invasive imaging technique that has become an essential tool in managing neuro-ophthalmologic conditions,
including MS and optic neuritis. The pathogenesis of demyelination in MS contributes to axonal loss and thinning of the RNFL
and ganglion cell layer, which can be quantified by OCT. OCT is a highly sensitive and reliable method for evaluating changes
in the RNFL and ganglion cell layer in optic neuritis. In 1999, Parisi et al. were the first to publish a study that found
significant decreases in average RNFL thickness and temporal RNFL thickness as measured by OCT in optic neuritis patients
at one-year follow-up. RNFL thinning was also seen in MS patients who did not have optic neuritis compared with
controls.18,19 OCT can also detect subclinical axonal loss in patients with normal visual acuity and normal visual fields.18
Klinstorner et al.’s study of patients with unilateral optic neuritis and MS showed RNFL thinning as measured by OCT in 85%
of cases.13 In the acute phase of optic neuritis, OCT can help to confirm optic nerve swelling with an increase in thickness,
which would be followed by axonal loss and thinning.19
This case is an example of how OCT is used for quantitative evaluation of RNFL changes in optic
neuritis. OCT of the RNFL was obtained at each follow-up visit. When the patient presented with
acute optic neuritis on Nov. 3, 2017, OCT showed RNFL changes consistent with the clinical exam
findings of optic nerve and RNFL swelling. The inferior temporal sector showed a 13-micron
increase from baseline. The superior temporal sector showed a 10-micron decrease, which
represents axonal damage/thinning, which has been shown in literature to occur in patients with
optic neuritis in the non-acute phase. These changes were shown throughout the patient’s followup visits, but the significant decrease was seen from Oct. 24 to Nov. 3, 2017 (Figure 13).
A recent study published in Neurology by Ratchford et al. of 164 patients with MS showed
thinning of the ganglion cell/inner plexiform (GCIP) layer and RNFL compared to healthy control
patients. The study also found that the rate of GCIP layer thinning was significantly higher in MS
patients compared to control patients and therefore is more associated with clinical measures of
MS progression.20

Figure 13. OCT provides
quantitative information useful
for monitoring retinal nerve fiber
layer changes in optic neuritis. In
this patient, significant changes
were seen between October 24
One limitation of this teaching case report is that OCT of the ganglion cell layer was not obtained
and November 3.
during the course of follow-up. Given recent literature supporting the value of ganglion cell layer Click to enlarge

OCT in monitoring the axonal integrity of MS patients with and without a history of optic neuritis,
this scan will be completed at his future visits and for other patients with MS. OCT is now
considered an essential tool in assessing the disease activity in MS and optic neuritis and has
been used in most recent MS clinical trials. The authors recommend that MS patients have
baseline OCT scans of the RNFL and the ganglion cell layer, which should be repeated yearly
along with dilated clinical evaluations of the optic nerve and RNFL. Dilation and repeat OCT scans
of the RNFL and ganglion cell layer should be completed sooner if the patient reports any visual
changes or if MRI reveals new demyelinating lesions.
MRI of the brain with gadolinium contrast enhancement for diagnosis and management

MRI of the brain with gadolinium contrast enhancement is a key tool to aid in the diagnosis of optic neuritis. Inflammation of
the optic nerve manifests as a hyperintense signal with contrast-enhanced MRI.21 The hyperintense signal, consistent with
demyelination, is seen in approximately 95% of optic neuritis patients and can persist for a mean of 30 days after onset.22,23
Optic nerve signal abnormalities can remain after recovery in vision and are present in up to 60% of patients with MS with no
history of optic neuritis.23 White matter lesions of the brain seen on MRI are typically larger than 3 mm, ovoid and
periventricular. In the ONTT, approximately 40% of patients had MRI lesions.9 A study conducted by Dalton et al. involving
115 optic neuritis patients showed a low yield for MRI of the spine; only four patients had spine abnormalities with a normal
brain MRI.24 Abnormal cerebral spinal fluid findings in optic neuritis patients include oligoclonal bands in up to 69%, IgG in
up to 36%, and myelin basic protein in 20%.25
Diagnosis of MS follows the McDonald Criteria for Diagnosis of Multiple Sclerosis created by an international panel of 30 MS
experts and updated in December 2017.26 The following conditions need to be met for diagnosis of MS: evidence of damage in
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two or more separate areas of the central nervous system (optic nerve, brain, or spinal cord), evidence that the damage
occurred at least one month apart, and the damage did not occur due to another disease. Three key changes in the 2017
updated criteria were: 1) positive findings of oligoclonal bands in the cerebral spinal fluid can substitute for demonstration of
dissemination of lesions in time in some settings, 2) asymptomatic and now symptomatic MRI lesions can be considered in
determining dissemination in space or time, and 3) cortical lesions were added to juxtacortical lesions for use in determining
MRI criteria for dissemination of lesions in space.26
The Optic Neuritis Treatment Trial
The ONTT provided valuable information about the clinical profile of optic neuritis patients, the benefits and adverse effects of
corticosteroid treatment, and the risk of developing MS in patients with optic neuritis. The ONTT enrolled 457 patients with
acute optic neuritis between 1988 and 1991 who were followed prospectively for 15 years with final examination in 2006.
Patients were seen within eight days of symptom onset with unilateral vision loss in an eye without prior history of optic
neuritis. Patients were randomized to one of three treatment groups: oral prednisone (1 mg/kg/day) for 14 days; intravenous
methylprednisolone (250 mg every 6 hours) for 3 days, followed by oral prednisone (1 mg/kg/day) for 11 days; and oral placebo
for 14 days. The oral prednisone and placebo groups were double-masked. The intravenous methylprednisolone group was
single-masked. Visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, color vision and visual field were evaluated at baseline, at seven follow-up
exams in the first six months and then yearly to determine the rate of visual recovery and long-term outcome. The primary
purpose of the ONTT was to determine whether oral or intravenous steroids altered the visual outcome in patients with optic
neuritis. The results showed that a three-day course of methylprednisolone given intravenously in a dose of 250 mg every six
hours followed by two weeks of daily oral prednisone in a dose of 1 mg/kg/day accelerated visual recovery but did not improve
the eventual visual outcome. Treatment with oral prednisone alone in a dose of 1 mg/kg/day for two weeks also did not improve
visual outcome and was associated with an increased rate of optic neuritis recurrence.9
An unanticipated finding of the ONTT was that intravenous steroids had a protective effect and reduced the risk of a second
demeylinating attack consistent with MS: 16% of patients who received intravenous corticosteroids followed by oral
corticosteroids developed MS over two years compared to 30% of the patients treated with oral steroids or placebo.27 This
protective effect, however, was not seen in the third year, where the risk for recurrence was equal among the patients treated
with intravenous steroids, oral steroids and placebo.27
The ONTT also revealed a correlation between baseline brain MRI lesions and the risk of developing MS at five, 10 and 15
years. In the trial, 25% of patients with normal brain MRI scans developed MS within five years, which significantly increased
to 50% if one or more MRI lesions were present. At 10 years, the risk of developing MS was 56% in patients with one or more
MRI lesions compared to 22% of patients with normal MRI scans. At 15 years, 72% of patients with one or more MRI lesions
developed MS compared to 25% of patients with no lesions.28 The researchers concluded that findings on baseline brain MRI
at the time of the first episode of optic neuritis was the single most important predictor of future risk of MS.27,28
Teaching instructions and assessment methodology
This teaching case report is most appropriate for fourth-year optometry students and optometry residents who have learned
about optic neuritis associated with MS in a didactic setting and will be gaining more clinical experience during rotations or
residency. After a thorough review of this patient’s case, follow-up visits and discussion of optic neuritis, fourth-year optometry
students and optometry residents should have a better understanding of the pathogenesis of the condition, clinical findings,
treatment and follow-up guidelines and the conclusions of the ONTT. Students and residents should also have gained insight
into the optometrist’s role in the management of patients with MS, the importance of regular dilated eye exams and how to
incorporate additional testing and imaging including visual fields, color vision, optic nerve photos and RNFL OCT to aid in
patient management and follow-up care.
This teaching case report can be delivered to fourth-year optometry students and/or optometry residents as a journal club
reading assignment for discussion in an ocular disease or primary care clinic rotation or residency. Students and residents
would also independently answer the discussion and critical-thinking questions. During journal club, the students and/or
residents should share their answers and discuss the case, the major findings of the ONTT, and the insight they gained from
the case regarding how to manage MS patients with and without a history of optic neuritis.
One way to assess the understanding of this case is a role play during which one student/resident plays the role of a patient
with MS and the other student/resident plays the role of the optometrist. The team can simulate a baseline eye exam and the
student/resident playing the role of the doctor can ask the appropriate questions, discuss the additional tests or imaging that
should be completed, and complete the patient education. The student playing the role of the patient could also imitate having
sudden changes in vision or eye pain, and the team could discuss what tests need to be performed and where the patient
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should be referred if optic neuritis is diagnosed. Other options are a group discussion with students and residents sharing
cases of patients they may have seen with MS or other demyelinating neuro-ophthalmologic conditions and how they can use
OCT scans of the RNFL and ganglion cell layer in monitoring these diseases.
Conclusion
Optic neuritis is an inflammatory demyelination of the optic nerve that is highly associated with MS. Optic neuritis occurs in up
to 50% of patients with MS. The two most common symptoms of optic neuritis are vision loss and eye pain. Signs of optic
neuritis include decreased visual acuity, APD, abnormal color vision, visual field defects and reduced contrast sensitivity. Onethird of patients have visible optic nerve inflammation and two-thirds have a normal-appearing optic nerve, which is known as
retrobulbar optic neuritis. The ONTT showed that high-dose intravenous corticosteroid treatment is beneficial for acute attacks
and that oral corticosteroid alone is contraindicated due to increased risk of recurrence. Gadolinium contrast-enhanced MRI of
the brain and orbits provides confirmation of optic neuritis, and baseline MRI findings are an important predictor of the future
risk of MS. Eye physicians play a critical role in the co-management of MS patients with and without a prior history of optic
neuritis.
This case report shows the value of obtaining baseline fundus photos, RNFL OCT scans and visual field testing on MS patients
to help assess changes that occur throughout the course of the disease. It is also crucial for eye physicians to counsel patients
with MS on the signs and symptoms of optic neuritis and the need for immediate evaluation if any acute symptoms occur.
Prompt diagnosis and treatment of optic neuritis are needed to prevent optic nerve and RNFL atrophy, which can lead to
chronic vision loss, reduced contrast sensitivity, color vision deficits and visual defect defects.
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Ample evidence affirms that student indebtedness is a major challenge facing graduates of health professions schools.1 The
cost of education has increased for nearly all health professions programs while reimbursement for providing care has
decreased. Data from the Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry (ASCO)2 show optometry school graduates with
loans owed $174,165 on average in 2017 (not including undergraduate indebtedness), while the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
reports a mean income for employed optometrists of $119,980 per year.3 The latter figure is based on data from 37,220
optometrists.
None of this is a secret. The high debt-to-income ratio in healthcare professions can be easily ascertained on the Internet in a
matter of minutes by anyone with an interest in doing so.4 This, along with other factors, has arguably led to a crisis in
pharmacy education.5 Online forums are replete with posts admonishing prospective pharmacy students to think twice about
entering a profession with such a low return on investment.
While the desire to help others is a strong motivating factor for optometry students, so is a desire for financial security.
Increasing student indebtedness challenges the profession like never before to address student expectations for financial
stability. Although there are no easy solutions to this challenge, educators can take steps to help better prepare students for
the financial challenges they may encounter. Foremost among these is to ensure graduates are financially literate by teaching
them the basic aspects of personal financial planning.
What is Personal Financial Planning?
Optometry programs have traditionally offered courses in practice management, many of which include elements of personal
financial planning. While integration of personal financial planning topics into practice management courses is a welcome
initial step, such an approach can lead to conflation of the principles underlying these distinct disciplines.6
Practice management deals with contracts, billing, patient insurance, business loans and other items related to running a
business whether it be a solo or group practice or an independent contractor scenario. It also addresses employment as an
optometrist. Practice management is essentially business management applied to professional optometric practice. In contrast,
personal financial planning is concerned with how people manage their financial resources regardless of the source of their
income or wealth. It includes topics such as the time value of money, investment vehicles, retirement, asset protection, real
estate, debt management, personal budgeting and tax planning.7 These topics are as important to the success of a teacher,
plumber or lawyer as they are to the success of an optometrist. Personal financial planning is a well-established academic
discipline and profession.
Status of Personal Financial Planning Education in Optometry Programs
Optometry programs recognize a need for education in personal financial planning and have taken steps to provide students
with relevant information. As mentioned above, practice management courses often cover certain topics relevant to financial
planning. Student affairs or other offices sometimes arrange talks and programs for students that are delivered by financial
planners.
These efforts, while important, may not be sufficient. Given the decreasing number of healthcare practitioners who operate
their own practices, the importance of personal financial planning vis-à-vis traditional practice management has increased.
Including personal financial planning as a component of a larger practice management course may neither reflect current
practice patterns nor address current student needs and expectations. Practice management and personal financial planning
are distinct disciplines, and each requires its own set of learning objectives as well as knowledgeable and skilled instructors.
Extracurricular programs provided by financial planners can be problematic. There are many financial planning professionals
who would be eager to give lectures or talks to optometry students. However, such professionals often, but not always, derive
income from selling products or steering clients toward certain investment vehicles.8 This creates a conflict of interest that is
incompatible with sound pedagogy.
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Components of a Personal Financial Planning Course/Module
The basic components of a course or module on personal financial planning are well-established7 and include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Time-value of money
Use of a simple financial calculator
Personal budgeting
Investment vehicles
Retirement savings vehicles and retirement projections
Debt management, including student debt
Asset protection
Real estate
Tax planning

Many books and online resources are available to support student learning. It’s important, however, for educators to be
cognizant of the source of these materials and the possibility for conflicts of interest that may result when authors promote
investment products in which they have a financial interest.
The selection of the instructor for a personal financial course is critical. Not only must the material be treated with the same
level of rigor as other topics in the curriculum, which argues for an instructor with formal training in the field, caution must be
exercised to ensure the instructor does not have a conflict of interest or bias with respect to investment products. This is
particularly important when considering outside or guest speakers who are employed within the financial industry and/or sell
financial products.
Conclusion
Personal financial planning skills have always been important to graduating health professionals, but with increasing levels of
student loan indebtedness, education in this field is no longer optional. The emphasis optometry programs have historically
placed on practice management, while important, does not substitute for nor preclude separate instructional courses or
modules on personal financial planning. It is hoped this article will encourage the development of such courses/modules at
schools and colleges of optometry. Formulation of a standardized personal financial planning curriculum for the profession
would be helpful.
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Optometrists as Mandatory Reporters:
What is Our Obligation to Keep the Roads Safe for All?
By Negar Sohbati
Given that driving is a highly visual task, the role of vision in road safety requires careful consideration.1 In Illinois, it is a
driver’s responsibility to report any vision deterioration to the Secretary of State within 10 days of becoming aware or being
notified.2 Optometrists are not required to report any changes in a patient’s visual acuity or visual field to the Department of
Motor Vehicles (DMV) because Illinois is not a mandatory reporting state.2
Researchers have found that older drivers with cataract have restriction in driving mobility,
a decrease in safety on the road, and a higher rate of crash involvement than those without
cataract.3,4 Because driving is directly linked to mobility and independence, individuals may
not fulfill their duty to report vision impairment for fear of receiving a license restriction or
revocation.5 In light of this, optometrists should carefully consider how driving restrictions
are discussed with patients. First, they must consider reporting procedures in their
jurisdiction, as the criteria for restricted licenses are often set by state DMVs. Second,
optometrists should consider how to best discuss driving limitations with their patients with
special attention to impact on the patients’ quality of life. Currently, only 12% of states
require mandatory reporting.6
One could argue it may be safer for all states to require reporting by optometrists. Perhaps
optometrists should be asking about patients’ driving habits and confirming driving
eligibility at each visit. In caring for these patients, optometrists may face moral and ethical
dilemmas, aspects of which are considered in this case report.
Older Drivers on the Road

Negar Sohbati

Older individuals make up a large percentage of drivers on the road.7 Given that cataract is
the leading cause of vision impairment in adults older than 60, it is important to consider its
associations with road safety.4 Cataract can cause deficits in visual acuity and contrast
sensitivity and problems with glare in older individuals.8 These factors are associated with
difficulty driving in the rain, at night, during rush hours, alone, and making left turns in
traffic.4 Several studies have found a statistically significant association between cataract
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and at-fault crash involvement.3,4 Elderly drivers may have a hard time accepting their
visual impairment as it is directly tied to their independence. Sarkin et al. showed that
among 376 pre-cataract-surgery patients, only 12.3% reported stopping nighttime driving
due to visual impairment.9 This demonstrates that, although cataract surgery can improve
vision, some patients may choose to ignore their visual limitations.
Patient Reports Cloudy Vision, Difficulty with Glare while Driving
Patient RT presented to the Illinois Eye Institute in December 2018 with a chief complaint of cloudy vision including difficulty
with glare when driving. These symptoms, however, did not prevent her from driving daily. She worked in a cafeteria for a
catering company and reported driving herself to and from work, often in the dark during the winter months. She had entering
best-corrected visual acuity of 20/70 OD, 20/100 OS, and 20/70 OU. Her suprathreshold driving visual field test results
(Humphrey Field Analyzer, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA) showed greater than 140° of peripheral visual field. Vision was not
improved with refraction in either eye. Slit lamp evaluation revealed bilateral 2+ nuclear sclerotic and 3+ cortical cataracts.
Per the state’s DMV guidelines, drivers require a minimum binocular visual acuity of 20/40 and 140° of peripheral vision.2
Drivers with binocular visual acuity between 20/41 and 20/70 are limited to daylight driving only.2 Drivers with monocular
visual acuity of 20/100 or worse in one eye are permitted to operate only vehicles that have both outside rearview mirrors.2
According to these standards, this patient required a restriction: daytime only driving and both rearview mirrors. With her
borderline visual acuity, it was stressed that at a future visit she may no longer meet the cut-off to drive at all.
Contrast sensitivity also plays a significant role in safe driving; reduced levels put older drivers with cataract at an elevated
risk for accidents.7 Specifically, drivers with a history of crash involvement are six times more likely to have severe contrast
sensitivity impairment in both eyes when compared to their crash-free counterparts.7 Bal et al. evaluated cataractous eyes and
found that 31% of individuals with visual acuity meeting driving requirements would be considered unfit to drive based on a
contrast sensitivity cut-off value of below 1.25 log.8 Moreover, this patient population is at risk of being involved in car
accidents, even if decreased contrast sensitivity is present in only one eye.9 These study results suggest states should consider
not only visual acuity but also decreased contrast sensitivity in determining driving fitness.
Because contrast sensitivity is not one of the required tests for driving certification in Illinois, it wasn’t included in RT’s initial
workup. However, it could be a consideration at a follow-up visit should the patient continue to drive. If the DMV were to
consider revising current requirements to undertake a more comprehensive assessment of safety, adding contrast sensitivity
testing may be a simple addition. Validated contrast sensitivity tests such as the Pelli-Robson, MARS or Vistech chart could be
administered to drivers older than 60 with visual acuity worse than 20/40. Further research would be necessary to determine
precise cut-offs for any test implemented.
Mandatory Reporting for All States?
Legal and ethical quandaries surround the discussion of the safety of elderly motorists. Optometrists who practice in nonmandatory reporting states may strive to find a balance between protecting themselves from legal action, while also protecting
their patients and those with whom they share the road. Conversations with patients are challenging because driving cessation
can lead to a loss of independence and an overall decrease in general well-being.1,5 In Illinois, optometrists cannot be included
in any lawsuit filed by victims of a car accident in the event the at-fault party had continued to drive against their
recommendation to cease driving or to self-report.2 However, being proactive and mandating reporting for all states could spur
the creation of infrastructure to connect patients to social services or transportation options, while also preserving public
safety.
Patient RT was educated on her vision changes and the nature of her cataract. She was informed that, contrary to her personal
beliefs, her vision couldn’t be corrected with an updated spectacle prescription. Surgical intervention would be required to
improve her vision for safe driving at night. As is the case with many patients, she was hesitant about surgery and did not think
it was an immediate necessity. However, she did agree to schedule a cataract consultation for February 2019. The Illinois
Vision Report Form was completed to demonstrate to the patient her driving limitations and exact restrictions. Although the
need for her to self-report to the DMV was emphasized, when my attending faculty left the room, the patient repeatedly asked,
“You will not be submitting any forms to the DMV, right?” Given the explanation of the situation, the patient felt a sense of loss
of independence and automatically verbalized her dissatisfaction. She continued to be in denial of the information given to her
and to ask questions such as “How am I to get back home from work every night?” She expressed that she did not want to
burden her daughter with driving her around.
As outlined in the code of ethics published by the American Optometric Association, “It shall be the ideal, resolve, and duty of
all optometrists to keep their patients’ eye, vision, and general health paramount at all times; to respect the rights and dignity
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of patients regarding their health care decisions.”12 Thus, it is an optometrist’s duty to understand the patient’s living situation
and the availability of any support system. Other options for these patients may include requesting leave through the Family
and Medical Leave Act, if their condition is disabling. The law provides employees with up to 12 weeks of unpaid, job-protected
leave per year.11 Those who are willing to undergo surgery in the short-term may not feel the need to self-report nor acquire a
restricted license, only to get it re-instated after surgery; therefore, careful discussions and documentation of recommended
limitations should occur with each patient, including his or her obligations with the DMV.
Considering the statistics on elderly driving accidents, current reporting procedures as well as criteria for a restricted license
in Illinois could be deemed insufficient. Furthermore, if optometrists were mandated to report vision changes such as those in
this case study to the DMV, patients might be more willing to cease driving when recommended knowing they are legally
bound to do so. In addition, given the symptoms of cataract, the DMV could require additional information about drivers’
contrast sensitivity to better determine driving eligibility, especially for nighttime driving. These measures could help remedy
the alarming rates at which older drivers with deteriorating vision are involved in at-fault motor vehicle accidents. Road safety
cannot be overlooked, and these preventative measures could help optometrists lead the way toward much needed
improvements in public safety.
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The state of Sinaloa in Northwestern Mexico, not very far from the Arizona border, is home to one of the oldest and largest
universities in Mexico, the Autonomous University of Sinaloa (UAS). UAS has existed for 146 years in an area of great beauty
created by rivers, beaches, mountains and forests that is also challenged by the impact of drug cartels. More than 150,000
students, from 15 to 22 years old, are enrolled at UAS. In 2011, with the goal of training competent and successful visual
health professionals, the university opened the Optometry School of Sinaloa. Our strengths at the optometry school have
allowed us to grow in many ways. We have, for example, a close relationship with local ophthalmologists, a teaching staff
interested in carrying out scientific research, and support from the university hospital for research projects. Nevertheless, for
continued progress we require support and guidance from more experienced institutions and have found the most notable
support from international organizations.
About the Optometry School of Sinaloa
The Optometry School of Sinaloa is located in the capital city of Culiacán and is linked to the ophthalmology department of the
UAS University Hospital. The academic staff is composed of optometrists, ophthalmologists, chemists, a psychologist and a
physicist, all of whom are around 35 years old. The optometrist/teachers are certified and hold bachelor’s degrees. They
successfully combine teaching with private practice. The ophthalmologist/teachers specialize in various fields including retina,
glaucoma and ocular plastic surgery. The remaining teachers hold either PhD or MSc degrees. With the help of our university
hospital we are constantly developing multidisciplinary research projects. To establish a niche where optometrists can make a
fruitful contribution, we focus our research efforts on the treatment of low vision.
Currently, the optometry school has 55 students, and with each class we typically enroll a similar number of students. As do
most optometry schools in Latin America, we offer a four-year-program with the last year dedicated to clinical practice. The
first two graduating classes have completed the program, resulting in 24 new professionals. Most are employed in major lens
companies; only few are devoted to teaching.
Assistance from International Allies
The advancement of optometric education should transcend frontiers and borders, and we have experienced this personally. In
particular, the Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry (ASCO), Volunteer Optometric Services to Humanity (VOSH),
and the Latin American Association of Optometry and Optics (ALDOO) have contributed significantly to the advancement of the
Optometry School of Sinaloa. Our relationships with these organizations began when we undertook two initiatives in 2016. One
was opening a student chapter of VOSH, which to our knowledge was the first in Mexico. The other was presenting our work at
the annual meeting of the American Academy of Optometry (AAO) in 2016.1 This was the first submission from an institution in
Northwestern Mexico. These apparently simple and unrelated actions created a huge impact on the development of our
academic optometric community.
Although it was a financial challenge for our researchers and school representatives to travel to the 2016 AAO meeting in
Anaheim, Calif., it was the best investment that we could have made for the benefit of our school. We had our first meetings
there with representatives from VOSH (Marcela Frazier, OD, MSPH) and ALDOO (Hector Santiago, OD, PhD). We were
shocked by their willingness to help us, especially after our struggles for support to attend the conference. ALDOO offered
support in three key areas: 1) implementation of our low vision department; 2) the visit of a low vision specialist to advise us on
establishing this service; and 3) the opportunity for one of our professors to visit the department of low vision at the University
of Houston. ALDOO, including its Education Committee and former Delegated Secretary Katerin Ortiz, OD, FAAO, has assisted
us in other ways as well. They helped us to obtain resources for research projects to evaluate the visual health of our
population, and they covered our lodging expenses to enable us to attend a meeting of the Latin American Optometry Schools
in Panama City.
Also in 2016, by invitations from Dr. Frazier and Dr. Santiago, we were able to attend the annual meetings of VOSH and ASCO.
While we witnessed ASCO’s great organization and willingness for worldwide collaboration, at that first meeting we weren’t
quite sure what to ask or how to contribute. However, in 2017 we returned to the ASCO annual meeting with a much better
idea of how their association could best assist us. We hope to continue working with the association’s support and kind
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guidance. The 2016 VOSH meeting was amazing, as we learned more about the organization and met J. Daniel Twelker, OD,
PhD, from the University of Arizona. With his tremendous help in forging a collaboration, our students joined VOSH-Arizona on
a mission trip to Hermosillo and Chihuahua in Mexico. The students had a fruitful learning opportunity and shared their
experience with their classmates. This experience helped to improve our program, and Dr. Twelker is a role model for our
students.
Our Progress Continues
We have continued to build on our original international collaborations to work toward our goals. More recently, we again
presented research at an AAO meeting.2 We also organized an optometric research workshop with Dr. Twelker and three other
world-class optometrists participating: Pablo de Gracia, PhD, FAAO, Jose Vega, OD, FAAO, and Pedro Gomez, OD. This event
and inspirational colleagues certainly motivated our students and allowed them to see the importance and potential of
optometric research not only in our region but also across the country.
In addition, we have been involved in two other notable research projects. 1) with the assistance of Dr. Santiago, a Refractive
Error Study in Children-type project to evaluate the visual status of Sinaloa’s young people; and 2) through a Collaborative
Research Fellowship from the ARVO Foundation, evaluation of information acquisition as a biomarker to evaluate vision
impairment in glaucoma, with Russell L. Woods, PhD, from the Schepens Eye Research Institute of Massachusetts Eye and Ear.
It is incredible that the Optometry School of Sinaloa has received so much support from international organizations. Because of
it, we are inspired to move forward and promote the development of optometry in our region and serve our communities by
educating competent eyecare providers and fostering research careers. We hope sharing our story helps other schools to
understand how they, too, can achieve their goals despite the limitations that can be found in developing countries.
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